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PREFACE
In the Spring of 2022, a master’s level course “Geographies of Inequalities” was carried out at the
department of Geosciences and Geography, University of Helsinki. The idea of the course was to promote
critical understanding of sustainability policies, their interconnections in different geographical levels, and
also critical reading of indicators used for measuring sustainability goals. The course covered several
topical questions such as energy interdependences and global food security. The course was open to

exchange students in geography and students from other master’s programs at the University of Helsinki.
In practice, this meant that scientific backgrounds of the students varied and they learned to work with
different disciplines.
Around thirty students participated in the course consisting of lectures, individual reading assignments,

common discussion based on readings and work in small groups. Each group chose its own theme and
connected it to the economic, socio-cultural and ecological frameworks. Profound questions for all groups
were the ability of UN’s Sustainable Development Goals to recognize the interconnections between
different goals, and the question of just transition. The course culminated in a final seminar, in which
groups presented their central findings. This report is a compilation of the work of all groups.
For the National Audit Office of Finland (VTV), the collaborative course was an opportunity to get
inspiration for its own work. VTV’s approach to sustainable development includes, besides the long-term
approach (future generations) and the three dimensions of sustainability (environmental, social and
economic), a third aspect – the global perspective. If we wish to achieve Agenda 2030 and the SDGs,
besides national perspectives, it is useful to consider the possible global effects of national actions. These
spillover effects can be unintended, and they can be either positive or negative.
Special thanks to our course assistant Daria Tarkhova and the editors Eveliina Sirola, Kia Kautonen and
Eleanor Downie for putting this course report together. We are grateful to guest lecturers David Lazarevic,
Tomas Hanell, Lasse Leipola, Veli-Pekka Tynkkynen and Kira Kolesnik as well as all the commentators
for their valuable comments in the final seminar, carried out as a webinar.

Helsinki 10.6.2022
Pia Bäcklund & Vivi Niemenmaa
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ACRON YMS
EU

European Union

ESCWA

United Nation’s Economic and Social Commission for Western Asia

FAO

Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations

GDP

Gross Domestic Product

ILO

International Labour Organization

LGBTQI+

Lesbian, Gay, Bi, Transgender, Queer, Intersex and other sexual minorities

MDGs

United Nations Millennium Development Goals

NATO

North Atlantic Treaty Organization

OCHA

United Nations Office for the Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs

OECD

Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development

UN

United Nations

UNEP

United Nations Environment Programme

SDGs

United Nations Sustainable Development Goals

NGO

Non-Governmental Organization

WFP

World Food Programme

WGC

Women and Gender Constituency

WEDO

Women’s Environment & Development Organization
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Global coffee production
An SDGs perspective

Amelia Cardwell
Eleanor Downie
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INTRODUCTION

Due to Finland’s large role in the coffee industry,

Coffee is the world’s favourite beverage which

this paper aims to investigate the economic,

provides the livelihoods for at least 60 million

environmental and social sustainability issues in

people, across dozens of countries (Sachs et al.,

regards to Finland’s coffee production, and how

2019). It is the second most valuable legally

these

exported commodity in the Global South with 9,5

Development Goals (SDGs) and global injustice.

billion kilograms

produced

Lastly, this report aims to explore possible solutions

annually. Global demand is expected to increase by

which could improve upon the issues investigated

2

and help coffee production to more positively

of coffee

being

150% in 2050 requiring an additional 200 000 km

of land at current productivity levels (Millard, 2017;

factors

connect

to

the

Sustainable

impact progress towards the SDGs.

Nab & Maslin, 2020). According to Kahvi- ja
paahtimoyhdistys

(Coffee

and

Roasters

ECONOMIC EFFECTS

Association) (n.d.) Finnish people drink the most

The recent decline in coffee prices has further

coffee in the world, consuming 9,3kg of coffee per

squeezed coffee producers, throwing a tremendous

person in 2021, with consumption levels being

number of them below the global extreme poverty

above 9kg annually for the last twenty years. A

line of US$1,90 per day. While many consumers

large part of the coffee that is consumed in Finland

willingly pay high prices for coffee, farmers receive

comes from the Global South countries, as

a tiny fraction of that retail price (Sachs et al.,

demonstrated in Figure 1. According to the Eurostat

2019).

(2022) database, Finland’s largest coffee exporters
in 2021 were Brazil, followed by Colombia. Figure

For Finland’s largest coffee exporter, Brazil, the

1 depicts the coffee imports to Finland from the

coffee sector is composed of both a low-

Global South countries. The image figure includes

productivity and non-mechanized subsector, and a

coffee in every form, whether it to be decaffeinated

high-productivity and mechanized subsector with a

coffee, coffee substitutes, roasted coffee or just

highly elastic supply curve when prices reach a

plain coffee beans.

certain level (Sachs et al., 2019). This is because

8
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Figure 1. Coffee imports from Global South countries to Finland in 2021 (Data: Eurostat, 2022).

Brazil has millions of hectares of land previously

land areas with direct sunlight. These coffee

cultivated for coffee production but are not

plantations are considered more productive, further

currently used for that purpose but could be

leading to increases forest clearance. However, as

returned to coffee production under the right price

the consumption of sun grown coffee has increased,

conditions (Sachs et al., 2019).

the progression of deforestation and extensive
biodiversity loss has accelerated. Degradation in

ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECT S

both species’ richness and overall forest species

Coffee is one of the most consumed goods in the

taxa, was found to be significant due to these coffee

world, consisting of a widespread industry with

cultivation

supply chains covering large portions of the globe.

conducted by Philpott et al. (2008). As the study

Although this commodity has its benefits, the

also indicated, different

production of coffee and its ecological impacts

diminish in these tropical settings regardless of the

must be considered, as these supply chains impact

coffee cultivation and management type, however,

environmental conditions (Müller, 2020). Coffee

some practices are considered less damaging than

plantations are cultivated in rainforests along the

others (Philpott et al., 2008).

equator,

with

land

clearances

leading

to

deforestation and the loss of biodiversity in the
tropics (Müller, 2020). Especially in Brazil, coffee

is

commonly

cultivated

with

a

“full

sun

system” (Bacon, 2005), demanding wide and open

practices,

according

to

a

study

species continue to

The challenge concerning the future of coffee
cultivation and production has increased debates on
whether to shift from “sun coffee” to “shade
coffee” (Moreira et al., 2008). According to

Perspectives on the geographies of inequalities and SDGs — five case studies
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Rappole et al. (2003) there is a growing campaign

lead to decreased yields in the long term (Fearnside,

involving

2006), causing a threat to further coffee cultivation

both

conservation

and

scientific

organizations, to pressure major retailers and the

practices,

coffee-drinking public to purchase coffee grown

acceleration and sun coffee cultivation remains

under a canopy. Shade grown coffee plantations are

common practice. Furthermore, coffee plantations,

mostly cultivated through agroforestry systems,

especially sun grown, are largely cultivated with the

through which coffee plants grow intercropped with

use of fertilizers for efficiency and productivity

shade trees. As the full sun system is criticised due

purposes (Coltro et al., 2006). Not only do

to the lack of biodiversity and high demand for

fertilizers add to the risk of soil degradation, they

inputs, the shaded coffee system would instead

also risk contaminating surrounding freshwater

increase biodiversity and add more chemical

ecosystems (Coltro et al., 2006), further risking the

nutrients to the soil (Moreira et al., 2008). This

availability

method is shown to further increase nutrient

surrounding communities (Food and Agriculture

cycling, biodiversity, carbon storing, and cater to

Organization of the United Nations, 2011).

more moderate microclimates in local settings
(Duarte et al., 2013). Although “shade coffee” lacks
the same production capacity as “sun coffee”,

having up to a 50% shade cover would not only
contribute to previously mentioned benefits, but
would also retain up to 70% of the current coffee
production capacity (Gomes et al., 2020).

whilst

of

deforestation

clean

water

continues

resources

its

for

Additionally, agricultural production often requires
a lot of fresh water and coffee is no exception. For a

kilogram of roasted coffee, 26 400 litres of water
are

needed

(Arthus-Bertrand,

2018).

Water

shortages are already a common problem in some
coffee producing nations such as Ethiopia, and
these shortages are expected to get worse due to

Whilst deforestation is becoming an increasing

climate change. Climate change is also expected to

problem in the tropics,

issues around soil

undermine the suitability of coffee across large

degradation have also risen. In principle, the tropics

regions, further decreasing coffee bean quality, and

are known for their low soil fertility and are

increasing the risk of coffee diseases (Sachs et al.,

therefore fragile and sensitive in terms of further

2019). Coffee cultivation and production are linked

land use changes, such as felling caused by coffee

to many SDGs. From an environmental point of

cultivation (Fearnside, 2006). As most coffee

view, goals 13 and 15 are especially relevant.

plantations in Brazil lack canopy protection and are
under continuous felling, burning and tilling due to

COFFEE CULTIVATION A ND SDG 13

cultivation, it allows the soil moisture to evaporate,

SDG number 13 is “Climate action” with one of its

causing the soil temperature to rise and the soil to

targets being 13.1 “Strengthen resilience and

become drier. This will further disturb soil

adaptive capacity to climate-related hazards and

ecosystems by destabilizing organisms, weakening

natural disasters in all countries” (United Nations

nutrient restoration and making the soil more prone

General Assembly, 2015). Coffee production is

to erosion (Matson et al., 1997; Moreira, et al.,

concentrated globally in specific areas that are

2008). Therefore, this cultivation technique will

10
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suitable for coffee to grow. Coffee is a very

climate change and maintain current production

sensitive plant and changes in the climate will

areas (Gomes et al., 2020).

affect coffee production. According to Zullo Jr. et

al. (2011) Arabica coffee needs an annual

COFFEE CULTIVATION A ND SDG 15

temperature between 18°C and 22°C, an annual

SDG number 15 is aims to “protect, restore and

water deficit less than 100 mm and a frost

promote sustainable use of terrestrial ecosystems,

probability 25 %. If all three climatic conditions are

sustainably manage forests, combat desertification,

met, the area of interest is a “low climatic risk” area

and halt and reverse land degradation and halt

for coffee production. Ahmed et al. (2021) found in

biodiversity

their study, that ten important environmental factors

Assembly, 2015). The increasing demand for coffee

and

influence coffee

and the decreasing suitable areas available for

quality, some of these were altitude, water stress

coffee production due to climate change are forcing

and

climate

coffee production to move to new places. The move

changing

conflicts with SDG 15 because coffee production

management

disease

change

conditions

management.

impact

coffee

Therefore,

quality

by

environmental factors.

expansion

Climate change is predicted to increase climate

hazards in Southeast Brazil which is where a large
proportion of Arabica coffee is produced. Here,
according to Haggar and Schepp (2011), by the end
of the 21st century, mean annual temperatures will
increase up to 4°C during the summer months and 2

loss”

(United

destroys

native

Nations

and

General

untouched

ecosystems. But if there are going to be changes in
coffee production, for example more agroforestry,
the need to move to new areas can be less than
currently predicted.
SOCIAL EFFECTS

-5°C during the winter months. Furthermore, the

Despite this booming industry, the ability of the

annual rainfall will proceed to increase by 20%,

coffee industry to be socially sustainable has

expectedly occurring through more heavy rain

remained questionable. Thus, such SDGs as SDG 8

events.

environmental

“Decent work and economic growth”, SDG 3

circumstances will further decrease the suitability

“Good health and wellbeing”, SDG 4 “Quality

of land for agricultural production (Haggar &

education” and SDG 5 “Gender equality” can be

Schepp, 2011). Due to climate change, suitable land

linked to the multifaceted and interlinked outcomes

areas for coffee production could decrease up to

deriving

40% by 2050 (Koh et al., 2020). One way to adapt

inequalities.

These

changing

to climate change is to increase the use of
agroforestry

systems

in

coffee

cultivation.

from

various

coffee

industries’

HISTORY OF COFFEE PR ODUCTION

Agroforestry consists of mixing coffee plants and

The treatment of workers in coffee production is

shade trees, giving no more than 50% shade to

linked to the industry’s historical beginnings.

coffee. With the adoption of agroforestry systems,

Coffee first originated from Africa and was spread

it is possible to mitigate the negative effects of

to Latin America by colonists, in the 1700s. During
this time coffee production relied on black slave

Perspectives on the geographies of inequalities and SDGs — five case studies
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labour, with an estimated 1,5 million slaves being

handling of these pesticides must be done with the

brought over from Africa to serve on the plantations

correct protective equipment, many plantations

(Chen et al., 2020). Treatment of workers was poor,

refuse to provide the needed equipment or dock pay

as it proved to be more profitable for plantation

for its cost (Hanson, 2016). Additionally, many

owners to import new slaves than to improve living

employees are not provided with basic amenities

conditions for current ones (Chen et al., 2020).

such as sanitary drinking water, toilets or shelter

Slavery in most of Latin America was abolished in

(Baradaran & Barclay, 2011).

the 1850s however, it wasn’t until 1888 that Brazil
banned slavery. Although after the abolishment,
treatment of former slaves did not necessarily
improve by much (Chen et al., 2020).
CURRENT WORK CONDITI ONS AND
ECONOMIC OPPORTUNITIES AND
SDG 8
The remnants of the coffee slave trade can still be
seen today, with many coffee workers being

coerced into modern day slavery agreements, with
child labour being common. Incredibly low wages
with high recruitment fees means that labourers can
be indebted to their employers, with recent declines
in world coffee prices, pushing more coffee
producer families below the poverty line of $1,90,
as shown in Figure 4 (Sachs et al., 2019).
Additionally, many employers use the retention of
identity documents, debt bondage and violence to

exert control over employees, and thereby force
long hours with little, if any pay (Chen et al.,
2020).

The treatment of workers and low pay relates to
SDG 8 “Decent work and economic growth”, which
aims

to

“promote

sustained,

inclusive

and

sustainable economic growth, full and productive
employment, and decent work for all” (United
Nations General Assembly, 2015). As discussed,
the lowering of workers’ wages in the coffee
industry does not provide sustainable economic
growth for producing countries. Additionally, due

to the poor working conditions described, the coffee
industry fails to provide “decent work for all”.

Child labour and SDGs 3 and 4
Child labour is also still common in the agricultural

sector, with one study finding that 60% of child
labourers from age 5 to 7 work in agriculture, in
comparison to 26% in services and 7% in industry
(Baradaran & Barclay, 2011). It is estimated that in
Brazil’s largest coffee producing state, Minas
Gerais, around 116 000 children aged 5-17 are
employed in agriculture (Hanson, 2016). Children
are being exposed daily to major safety and health

Treatment of workers is often incredibly dangerous

hazards, such as injuries from tools and machinery,

and degrading. For example, in Brazil it is still legal

musculoskeletal injuries and developmental defects

to use incredibly harmful pesticides, these can

due to heavy and repetitive work, exposure to

cause a large range of inflictions from skin irritation

pesticides and subsequent poisoning causing long-

to respiratory illness. Danwatch reports that some

term diseases, respiratory illnesses due to exposure

of these pesticides are so toxic that they can kill by

to coffee dust, risks of development of skin cancer

simply touching the user’s skin (Hanson, 2016).

due to the high levels of sun exposure, exhaustion

Whilst it is required by Brazilian law that the

and

12
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constant

stress,

amongst

other

effects

(International Labour Organization, 2004).
Child labour has its negative effects not only on a

child’s health and overall well-being but also on
children’s educational attainment and entanglement
in a cycle of poverty. As there is a negative
correlation between a family’s income level and
child labour, poverty-stricken families send their

children to work more frequently. Child labour
rates increase during the boom seasons in coffee
production, indicating that temporary economic
fluctuations create incentives for parents to pull out
children from school and send them to work instead
in order to improve households’ income levels.

families are more likely to be affected by the
seasonal economic “opportunities”, while children
from higher-income families seldom participate in

any type of child labour. On the other hand, many
regions depend on coffee production with poverty
rates increasing as coffee prices drop, constraining
the kids from attending school. Overall, at the
moment market price fluctuations and wages based
on commodity prices affect directly not only coffee
farmers but also their children. Child labour and the
subsequent absence of education is a cornerstone of
the intergenerational cycle of poverty. (Kruger,

2007; Folmer, 2017).

Children from impoverished and middle-class

Figure 4. Percentage of coffee farmers living in extreme poverty in various countries From “Executive
Summary on Ensuring Economic Viability and Sustainability of Coffee Production” by J. D. Sachs, K. Y.
Cordes, J. Rising, P. Toledano, and N. Maennling, 2020, Columbia Center on Sustainable investment

(https://scholarship.law.columbia.edu/sustainable_investment_staffpubs/54/). Copyright 2020 by J. D. Sachs.
Reprinted with permission.
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Thus,

conditions

for

children’s

growth

and

challenges caused by the present-day coffee

development that are formed and affected by the

market’s unfairness. (Folmer, 2017; International

current coffee market state can be correlated with

Labour Organization, 2004; Millard, 2017).

the following SDGs – SDG 3 “Good health and
wellbeing”, SDG 4 “Quality education”. While the
former goal strives to ensure equally healthy
lifestyles for all ages, the latter one aims at

CAUSES OF POOR WORKI NG
CONDITIONS AND ECONOMIC
OPPORTUNITIES

providing inclusive and equitable education for all

The working conditions, low wages and social

(United

2015).

inequalities discussed, are caused by a multitude of

However, at the moment, unfortunately, the reality

factors, with one of the main causes being the

for many children that are involved in coffee

increasing

cultivation and production practices is far from the

compounded with the demand for a low price,

set goals.

which forces producers to cut costs. This often

Nations

General

Assembly,

international

demand

for

coffee

comes at the costs of workers’ wages and needed

Gender inequality and SDG 5

amenities

and

equipment,

lowering

working

Apart from children, women involved in coffee

conditions. Coffee production is less economically

cultivation and production are also placed in more

profitable for many traditional coffee producing

vulnerable positions in comparison to men. Even

nations, than 30 years ago, due to the increased

though women perform most of the work on

coffee productivity of Brazil and Vietnam, which

smallholder coffee farms, they are frequently

increased coffee availability and thus lowered the

excluded from decision making processes, land

price. The change in coffee production over time is

ownership benefits and equal shares of income

shown in Figure 5. From 1995 to 2007, yield rates

within a family.

comes to large

increased by 100% in Vietnam and 30% in Brazil,

agribusinesses, women similarly to children are

as their relatively flat land allowed for mechanised

often hired as temporary workers, with lesser wages

harvesting (Sachs et al., 2019). This has not been

and are seen as an easily disposable and replaceable

possible in other coffee producing countries due to

working force. On top of that women carry a

their more mountainous geography.

burden

of

When it

disproportional

household

responsibilities. All the aforementioned factors
result in diminished or non-existent opportunities
for girls and women to participate in educational

processes throughout their lives. Such evident
gender inequality can be linked to the following
SDG – SDG 5 “Gender equality” (United Nations
General Assembly, 2015). The aspiration of the UN
to “achieve gender equality and empower all
women and girls” can mitigate the current

14
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Many coffee producing nations also experience
high poverty rates which leaves local people
vulnerable to exploitative practices (Chen et al.,

2020).

Additionally,

many

coffee

producing

economies do not have sufficient bargaining power
to negotiate higher coffee export prices, with a
2006 report suggesting that exporting countries
only receive 7% of the coffee market value

(Thurston et al., 2013). The low prices offered for
coffee exported is also compounded with the

unstable business of producing the crop. Increasing

wages and labour standards which are used to

climate induced weather and diseases events can

protect workers. For example, in 2016 the Brazilian

reduce bean quality or even wipe out the crop

government rescued over 800 enslaved workers

entirely (Sachs et al., 2019). This particularly

(Lopes, 2018). The government has also been

impacts small scale farmers, which have less access

increasing fines for labour violations and has begun

to technology and finance (Morton, 2007). One

to publish a “blacklist” of companies which were

such example of this was the coffee rust fungus,

found to be using slave labour (Lopes, 2018).

which devastated much of Latin America, with

However,

many farmers forced into debt to survive (Millard,

governments have laws in place to protect workers,

2017). The lack of framework, provisions or

many lack the money and resources to enforce them

insurances laid out by either governments or coffee

fully. Lack of funds, means that authorities cannot

buyers in the case of a failed harvest risks pushing

investigate many of the leads they are given about

farmers further into poverty (Chen et al., 2020).

slave labour (Chen et al., 2020).

Despite this, there have been attempts by local and

Many coffee producing nations also experience

national governments to improve wages and

high poverty rates which leaves local people

working conditions. Brazil, for instance has laws

vulnerable to exploitative practices (Chen et al.,

and international agreements regarding minimum

2020).

whilst

Additionally,

most

many

coffee

coffee

producing

producing

Figure 5. Change in global coffee production from 1961 - 2017. From “Ensuring Economic Viability and
Sustainability of Coffee Production” by J. D. Sachs, K. Y. Cordes, J. Rising, P. Toledano, and N. Maennling, 2019,
Columbia Center on Sustainable Development (https://scholarship.law.columbia.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?
article=1052&context=sustainable_investment_staffpubs). Copyright 2019 by J. D. Sachs. Reprinted with
permission.
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economies do not have sufficient bargaining power
to negotiate higher coffee export prices, with a
2006 report suggesting that exporting countries

only receive 7% of the coffee market value
(Thurston et al., 2013). The low prices offered for
coffee exported is also compounded with the
unstable business of producing the crop. Increasing
climate induced weather and diseases events can
reduce bean quality or even wipe out the crop
entirely (Sachs et al., 2019). This particularly
impacts small scale farmers, which have less access
to technology and finance (Morton, 2007). One

such example of this was the coffee rust fungus,
which devastated much of Latin America, with
many farmers forced into debt to survive (Millard,
2017). The lack of framework, provisions or
insurances laid out by either governments or coffee

buyers in the case of a failed harvest risks pushing
farmers further into poverty (Chen et al., 2020).

USING CERTIFICATIONS TO ENSURE
SUSTAINABLE AND JUST
PRODUCTION AND SDG 1 2
In more recent years the idea of sustainable coffee
has risen in public consciousness, aligning with
SDG 12, which aims to “ensure sustainable
consumption and production patterns” (United

Nations General Assembly, 2015). This increase in
public interest has led to private companies using
certifications, such as Fairtrade, to privately
monitor and ensure their supply chains do not
violate human rights. This has been more beneficial

to local farmers, a ten-year review undertaken by
the National Resources Institute, found on average
Fairtrade participants had “higher returns, more
stable incomes, greater access to training and
market knowledge, progress in levels of democracy
and participation in cooperatives, greater access to
credit,

and

increased

environmentally

sound

Despite this, there have been attempts by local and

practices” (Thompson, 2014). Additionally, coffee

national governments to improve wages and

producers received 10 to 40 percent more in return

working conditions. Brazil, for instance has laws

for their coffee goods (Thompson, 2014). However,

and international agreements regarding minimum

Fairtrade goods make up only a small niche of the

wages and labour standards which are used to

coffee market, accounting for only 1,8% of sales

protect workers. For example, in 2016 the Brazilian

(Chen et al., 2020).

government rescued over 800 enslaved workers
(Lopes, 2018). The government has also been
increasing fines for labour violations and has begun
to publish a “blacklist” of companies which were
found to be using slave labour (Lopes, 2018).

However,

whilst

most

coffee

producing

governments have laws in place to protect workers,
many lack the money and resources to enforce them
fully. Lack of funds, means that authorities cannot
investigate many of the leads they are given about

slave labour (Chen et al., 2020).

16
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Changing consumer habits and growing awareness
have helped encourage more sustainable and
worker friendly practices. This is particularly
prevalent in developing economies, which make up
an increasing proportion of the consumer market. A

survey conducted into coffee consumer habits,
found that 88% of interviewed shoppers in India,
and 85% in Brazil and Turkey responded that they
felt better buying sustainably produced brands,
compared to only 53% and 78% of shoppers in the
UK and USA respectively (Unilever, 2017). As a

response to changing consumer perceptions, many

coffee production. It also highlights the power

major coffee brands have developed their own

consumers

sustainability programmes, such as Nespresso

practices. However, the lack of resources available

which launched its AAA sustainable quality

to verify the credibility of company produced

programme in 2003 with the rainforest alliance

certificates puts them at risk of being viewed as

being a key advisor. Starbucks launched C.A.F.E

illegitimate,

(Coffee and Farmer Equality) with conservation

sustainability certifications completely.

have

to

putting

influence

sustainability

customers

off

from

international being the lead advisor (Millard, 2017).
This rise in sustainably certified coffee is being

GOVERNANCE AND SDG 16

rewarded by consumers, with a study conducted by

Hajjar

Unilever

which display

certification programs (UTZ Certified, Fairtrade,

sustainability credentials grow 30% faster than

Organic, Nespresso AAA Sustainable Quality, 4C

brands that do not (Unilever, 2017).

Association,

finding

that

brands

Despite an increased scrutiny of supply chains by
coffee brands, many companies which advertise
their sustainability credentials still have issues

monitoring their supply chains. Nestlé and Jacob
Dower Edwards were criticised in 2016 for being
unaware that some of their beans came from
sources which used forced labour (Chen, 2020).
Despite this, sustainably certified coffee often

et

al.

(2019) found that third-party

and

SAN/RA)

have

scaled

up

relatively well in Brazil's coffee sector. Likewise,
governance mechanisms, such as sustainability
interventions

and

initiatives

achieve

greater

commodity agriculture sustainability (Agrawal et
al.,

2014).

However,

the

effectiveness

of

interventions across different agriculture-forest
landscapes varies and available evidence does not
permit easy generalizations (Agrawal et al., 2014).

offers more than a just fairer price. A survey

Another problem are governance gaps, which

conducted amongst certified coffee farmers found

emerge when responsible actors fail to recognize

that many continued with the program due to other

how multiple issues and actors are interlinked.

benefits provided, such as safe storage provided for

According to Bergsten et al. (2019) losing

tools and pesticides, acquired management skills

governance gaps is particularly challenging for

and improved agricultural practices amongst other

sustainability issues that intersect several sectors of

benefits (Millard, 2017). These programmes have

society, such as livelihoods, agriculture and

also had positive spill over effects to neighbouring

biodiversity conservation. SDG target 16.7 aims to

farms and communities, with environmentally

“ensure responsive, inclusive, participatory and

friendly technologies and techniques which were

representative decision-making at all levels”.

taught as part of the certification programme for
issues such as pest control, being adopted by noncertified neighbouring farms (Millard, 2017).

DISCUSSIONS AND CONCLUSION S
Improved economic sustainability in the form of

Overall, the use of coffee certifications could

higher earnings for coffee farmers can help

provide a way to make progress with SDG 12 in

alleviate or avoid social sustainability issues, such

Perspectives on the geographies of inequalities and SDGs — five case studies
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as child labour and food insecurity (Sachs et al.,

sustainable coffee. Individual coffee consumers

2019). Farmers also face problems such as the

have the power to sway coffee production methods

unpredictability of rainfall, pests, and diseases

when they come together to help coffee farmers,

(Mekonnen et al., 2021). Stronger environmental

workers and the environment while still being able

sustainability practices, such as the incorporation of

to consume their hot cup of brown liquid.

cover crops in some locations, can help make
farmers more resilient to the impacts of climate
change,

thereby supporting their

longer-term

economic sustainability (Sachs et al., 2019).
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THE SUSTAINABLE DEVE LOPMENT
GOALS: A POLITICAL ARENA

& Mulasa, 2019).

The debates about sustainability and the life of our

the previous goals of the Millennium Development

future generations are becoming more frequent with

Goals (MDGs). The MDGs, proposed by the UN as

consistent news about the need to make changes for

goals to achieve by 2015, were an innovative form

this sustainable future. It seems as though the

of relationship that allowed a collection of players

Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) fit this

to come together on some progressive demands to

picture perfectly.

They are described as a

improve the quality of human life worldwide

progressive agenda that must be taken on to move

(Kumar et al., 2016). Scholars have recognised and

towards a more sustainable future. It involves the

celebrated the varying achievements of these past

movement towards “peace and prosperity for

goals, with the example of being able “to lift more

people and the planet,

than

now and

into the

It is important to highlight the SDGs’ connection to

one

billion

people

out

of

extreme

future” (United Nations [UN], n.d.-a, para 1). For

poverty” (Kumar et al., 2016, p. 1) as just one

many people, these goals serve as the solution to

success amongst many for the MDGs. However,

many current global issues, ranging from poverty,

with the development of the improved SDGs,

the hunger crisis, and health to the inequalities

alongside the more recent concerns that are

faced by women and girls worldwide. The goals are

continually expressed about human experience and

interconnected in a way to demonstrate that we

the climate, it is no surprise that the SDGs have

should move towards success for all to make

been under a more critical lens. Arguably, the

progress sustainable in social, economic, and

question arises of how these new goals are actually

environmental dimensions. For this reason, the

going to achieve this life-changing progress that the

SDGs have been celebrated because they tackle

MDGs claimed to move towards. Numerous

worrying issues such as climate change and the

scholars

inequality

an

objectives, such as gender equality and ending

interconnected approach which helps people to

hunger, were restricted in their success due to its

in

gender

treatment

through

have

expressed

how

the

MDGs’

understand the changes which need to occur (Odera
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reductionist and simplistic approach. For example,
Langford (2016) expresses a lack of satisfaction
with the strict timeframes and goals, which did not

allow room for the complexity of human life to be
accounted for.
Therefore, the UN, alongside the consequent
remarks from scholars, has underlined how the

SDGs have moved on from this more basic set of
goals, with just half of the new targets being related
and/or a continuation of the suggestions made in the
MDGs (Langford, 2016), or as some have phrased
it, the SDGs “carry forward the unfinished
agenda” (Kumar et al., 2016, p. 2). These new goals
which were created in 2015 connect to their
predecessor through the first seven goals, with new
additions creating a more encompassing set of

goals, described as a collective recognition of a
need to change (United Nations Development

Figure 1. Visualization of the development of the

Programme, n.d.). Moreover, it highlights the

themes within the Sustainable Development

importance of equality. The SDGs’ ultimate goal

Goals since the MDGs, as suggested by Kumar

has become the well-known phrase “leave no one

et al. (2016) (elaborated by authors using SDG

behind” (Winkler & Williams, 2017; Arts, 2017;

images from UN, n.d.-a).

Consortium on Gender, Security and Human
Rights, 2017).

involvement (Odera & Mulasa, 2019). Long (2015),

A notable change with the SDGs has been its

political presence and input. As some scholars
observed, one of the main points of question from
this political perspective is the change in power.
The change can not only be observed through the
visual expression in Figure 1 but also through
whose voices were used to create these goals.
Odera and Mulasa (2019) underline how the MDGs

alongside other scholars, discusses the concept of
“universality” as critical and core to the running of
the SDGs. The concept of “universality” has been
introduced to apply and connect politically to the
progress of certain goals globally, whilst also
acknowledging the varying position status of the

goals when looking at each nation individually
(Long, 2015).

were more strongly influenced by a few, powerful

However, this concept of universality is intertwined

“insiders”. However, for the SDGs, the input came

with the constant debates surrounding whether the

from more than just a few individual groups; it had

SDGs are continuing this “universal” movement in

greater

terms of strengthening certain voices worldwide.
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governmental

and

UN
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“outsider”

This concept of universality arguably underlines

these rights, without discrimination” (UN, n.d.-b).

that there needs to be a “deeper theoretical

The UN General Assembly first declared universal

base” (Odera & Mulasa, 2019, p. 97), but this

fundamental human rights to be protected in its

clashes with more recent debates which struggle to

International Declaration of Human Rights in 1948.

understand where this deeper basis is coming from.

International Human Rights Law, a universal and

Individual interpretation of many of these universal

internationally protected set of rules, is also based

goals, such as ones related to human rights or

on this declaration. The law lays down the

resolving injustices, are left to a nation-based

obligations of states to act in certain ways to protect

interpretation. It is evident that some powerful

and promote human rights and the fundamental

nations, such as China, were able to sway the

freedoms of individuals or groups. Thus, human

wording of the rights to avoid universal goals of

rights are not an exclusive competence of the state

democracy. This poses a question over which

as the UN global community is also involved in

stakeholders actually had a substantial input in the

protecting

creation of these rights, and who are they

(Campbell, 2018). International Human Rights Law

benefitting the most? (Langford, 2016). Pointing

can be considered as one of the most outstanding

strongly to the idea of inequalities remaining within

achievements of the UN (UN, n.d.-b).

the SDG process and experience, there is a gap to

explore in how much power varying issues and
players have had in the name of this humane
“universality”.

and

implementing

human

rights

Since human rights are a cross-cutting theme in all
UN policies and programs, in practice, all UN
bodies and specialized agents are involved in
protecting them (UN, n.d.-b). Therefore, it could be

SDGS AND HUMAN RIGHT S:
CONVERGENCES AND
DIVERGENCES

concluded that the protection of human rights

A particularly important step forward in the SDGs

As Fredman (2018) notes, the relationship between

is that they are committed to protecting human

the SDGs and human rights remains controversial

rights as part of the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable

and has much room for improvement. When

Development

2018).

designing new goals, human rights researchers,

Indeed, human rights are a cross-cutting theme in

global leaders, NGOs, and activists, among others,

all UN policies and programs (UN, n.d.-b). The UN

participated in the development process of the

defines human rights as “rights inherent to all

SDGs and provided much guidance on how human

human beings, regardless of race, sex, nationality,

rights could be considered central to the goals

ethnicity, language, religion, or any other status.

(Winkler & Williams, 2017). It may be challenging

Human rights include the right to life and liberty,

to find common solutions to these global goals.

freedom from slavery and torture, freedom of

However, a common human rights framework

opinion and expression, the right to work and

could provide a mechanism of responsibility and

education, and many more. Everyone is entitled to

accountability for a more coherent and systemic

(Agenda2030)

(Fredman,

should also play a vital role in the SDGs set by the
UN, but what is the situation in reality?
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response to sustainable development. This, in turn,

levels. States should periodically submit reports on

could drive structural and reformative change to

their human rights record. The SDGs, on the other

reduce inequalities. According to Arts (2017),

hand, are political commitments, and their pursuit

Agenda2030 is based on human rights as an idea

depends to a large extent on the political priorities

and is committed to protecting them (Fredman,

of states. Monitoring and evaluation processes are

2018). Still, unfortunately, in reality, this idea of

voluntary and run by the states themselves. Civil

human rights has not been clearly transmitted to the

society and the private sector do not have the same

goals and targets of sustainable development.

involvement with them. Indeed, many have
criticised the lack of a human rights-based approach

KEY SIMILARITIES AND
DIFFERENCES

to SDGs, which also lacks a clear accountability
framework.

The SDGs and human rights should be thus united

on the same human rights basis. Agenda2030,
which includes the SDGs, has declared that the
SDGs seek to implement the human rights of all
(Fredman,

2018).

However,

there

are

also

fundamental differences between goals and human

rights, which are worth paying attention to when
digging deeper into the relationship between the
two.
Fredman

Allmann (2019) asks whether human rights and
sustainable development goals speak to different
audiences due to their fundamental differences.
How can human rights and the goals work together
despite these differences? One way to approach this

discussion is to look at both systems' strengths,
weaknesses, and similarities and look for suitable
synergies based on these. As Fredman (2018) states
in their report, finding appropriate synergies

(2018)

has

identified

two

critical

differences between the SDGs and human rights.
The first, concerns the so-called object of goals and
rights. Human beings have an inherent value in
human rights, and human is an end in itself. Human
rights are rights attached to the individual. On the

between the goals and human rights would be very

important, as both have a lot to offer each other.
WEAKNESSES AND STRENGTHS OF
THE SDGS FROM A HUMAN RIGHTS
PERSPECTIVE

other hand, the SDGs focus more on the big picture,

Next, we will briefly review the weaknesses and

as they measure success through the development

strengths of SDGs from a human rights perspective.

of overall well-being. The goals see humans as a

We want to emphasize that human rights also have

means to an end: more attention is paid to achieving

their own weaknesses and strengths (Fredman,

goals than to the well-being of each individual.

2018). However, as mentioned in the previous
paragraph, human rights have a more established

The second concerns compliance, supervision, and

status and system, which leads to the question: how

accountability (Fredman, 2018). Human rights are

do the SDGs appear in relation to them?

legally binding obligations. A system has been

developed to monitor compliance with these

One of the main problems in the SDGs is the lack

obligations at both the international and national

of a strong human rights language and approach
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(Consortium on Gender, Security and Human

provides an institutional framework for global

Rights, 2017; Chapman, 2017). When the critical

planning (Langford, 2016). The goals also offer the

goal is to “leave no one behind”, one may ask

opportunity to adopt a systemic approach, which

whether this goal will be achieved without a clear

may be helpful, for example, in improving social

human rights basis (Winkler & Williams, 2017;

and economic rights (Fredman, 2018). On the other

Arts, 2017). There are also significant challenges in

hand, the SDGs already exist, and even if they are

the goals, targets, indicators, access to information,

incomplete, they offer an opportunity to reach the

and measurement methods (Williams & Hunt,

goal of “leaving no one behind” (Winkler &

2017; Langford, 2016). In addition, collecting data

Williams, 2017). SDGs and human rights also have

to measure the achievement of goals is entirely

great potential to work synergistically together

voluntary (Allmann, 2019). Targets are often

towards a just transition (Fredman, 2018).

evasive, and measurement methods focus on broad

entities (Langford, 2016; Fredman, 2018). A
holistic approach can offset discrimination and

GENDER JUSTICE FOR A JUST
TRANSITION

inequality experienced by minorities and can be

The term just

challenging to reconcile with an individual-centred

comprehensive definition. Still, creating a strong

approach to human rights (Fredman, 2018). One of

political and economic basis for the transition from

the key weaknesses is the targets and their

an extractive to a sustainable, resilient, and climate-

indicators do not consider all groups of people,

neutral economy, while taking into account the

such as women or other marginalized groups

working conditions of the employees, remains at

(Winkler & Satterthwaite, 2017). Measuring goals

the centre of these various definitions (Climate

requires quantified information, which thereby

Justice Alliance, 2018). Just transitions are divided

excludes important qualitative dimensions and

into three perspectives: energy, climate, and

complicates the interpretation of results. Target

environment. For it to be successful, all three

monitoring and accountability mechanisms are also

perspectives must be considered. However, these

weak because of their voluntary nature (Arts,

three groups define justice differently, which makes

2017). The monitoring process also fails to

ensuring justice particularly challenging. The

integrate the responsibilities of multinational

energy perspective focuses on implementing human

companies, which are often at the roots of these

rights throughout the energy cycle, whereas the

problems.

climate perspective refers to the impact of climate

On the other hand, the SDGs also have a lot of
potential from a human rights perspective. Despite
its shortcomings, inequality has been highlighted
more prominently in the targets (Winkler &
Satterthwaite, 2017). Goals can mobilise global

political will through a wide range of goals
(Campbell, 2018). Agenda2030, with its goals, also

transition does not

have a

change on human rights. Lastly, the environmental

perspective seeks to treat everyone equally,
guaranteeing their involvement in decision-making
concerning environmental laws, policies, and
regulations (Heffron & McCauley, 2018). The aim
is to take all citizens into account in the
development, implementation, and enforcement of
these actions. There are no particular rules to
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accomplish this agenda; however, the International

For these reasons, women and other marginalized

Labour Organization (ILO) has published an article

groups are put in a position where they do not have

which states the often referred to Just Transition

the same opportunities to participate in decision-

Guidelines

guidelines

making, although in some areas, women are more

emphasize social discussion between actors like

affected by decisions than men. Although there is

government, unions, and employers.

inequality between women and men worldwide,

(ILO,

2015).

These

GENDER IN JUST TRANS ITION

one particularly high-risk group is women in
remote and rural areas. These women may not have

When talking about just transition from a feminist

access

perspective, emphasizing women’s rights, we need

infrastructure, which puts them at a disadvantage in

to analyse the current socially constructed roles

terms of acquiring work and its quality. In some

between men and women (Acha, 2016). When just

countries, culture is also a barrier to women getting

looking at working conditions for the transitions,

jobs outside the home, the reason why some women

the differences between women and men are clear,

are at greater risk of becoming unemployed.

and there are several problematic areas, as

Unemployment affects their financial situation and

highlighted by a 2016 ILO report (ILO, 2016). Just

again increases inequality. In addition, in many

transitions have a strong gendered perspective since

poor developing countries, women are more likely

its effects vary between men and women, due to

to preform informal employment such as unpaid

their social positioning in society. Women are

care work. This exposes them to health risks and

generally economically more disadvantaged than

social discrimination and can even exacerbate

men and work in less secure positions, which puts

women’s poverty and socio-economic vulnerability

them at a higher risk for energy poverty (Walk et

(Dhir, 2016).

al., 2021; Maguire & Shaw, 2021). In addition,
women are still mainly responsible for most of the
domestic work, which is a major consumer of
energy and a producer of emissions.
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By

to

modern

excluding

technology

women

from

or

advanced

decision-making

processes, especially in matters concerning them,

there is a high risk of overlooking their specific
needs and problems. This results in the fact that

women are more vulnerable to the impacts of

2015 paper states that just transitions can have a

climate change and policies because of social,

positive effect on altering today’s prevailing gender

economic, political, and cultural exclusion, yet they

roles with an emphasis on equality (Dhir, 2017). As

receive only a small part of the benefits from the

a result, women's opportunities to, for example,

transition programs, which are mainly focused on

educate themselves, participate in decision-making

the male-dominant sectors (Mertins-Kirkwood &

processes or rise to leadership positions could

Deshpande, 2019).

improve whilst also moving towards a more

LACK OF RESEARCH AND
POSSIBILITIES OF INTERVENTION

sustainable economy. Without intervention, the
status quo of climate change intensifying and
excluding women from this transition would lead to

Even though research focused on gender issues has

growing problems, especially in female-dominated

increased in recent years, for example, when it

sectors.

comes to climate and environmental policies the
SDGs recognize gender dimension as a major target
of development, little research has been done on the
effects of just transitions on women. Research on
the subject mainly focuses on large-scale economic

effects, which are considered regional phenomena.
As a result, men are mainly considered when
research is not targeted at a group of people (Walk
et al., 2021). This shows a need for gender-sensitive
transition policies that consider the understanding
of gendered dynamics in society.

a strongly interlinked set of problems, the potential
to affect inequalities, vulnerabilities and rights
related to these themes would be high. In the ILO’s
2015 Just Transition Guidelines, gender is listed as
one of the seven Guiding Principles: “Policies and
programmes need to take into account the strong

dimension

of

many

transition to a sustainable economy that also
considers minorities and disadvantaged groups,
such as women. Equitable action could effectively

minimize the adverse long-term effects of climate
change, even in the most at-risk areas, whilst
promoting gender equality and human rights. On
that account, by taking a stand on gender issues, the
transition has the potential to increase development,

increase

skills,

address

gender

norms,

and

contribute to the achievement of the SDGs (Acha,

If gender, labour, and climate issues were treated as

gender

The main goal of a just transition should be a fair

environmental

challenges and opportunities. Specific gender
policies should be considered in order to ensure
equitable outcomes” (ILO, 2015). This argument
shows that the problems of gender equality and the

fight against climate change via just transition
guidelines are strongly linked together. The ILO

2016).
However, change needs to be made from the

grassroots level upwards. Several women and
feminist’s organizations, such as the Women and
Gender Constituency (WGC, 2019), have been
established

to

promote

this

agenda.

These

organizations aim to address human rights and
gender equality issues and increase women's
participation in decision-making at all levels. The
WGC is implementing this plan from a climate
change perspective (WGC, 2019). The common
line in these organizations’ publications is that
women need to be given more prominence to their
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experiences and as part of decision-making so that

approach to development, focusing not only on the

their perspectives can be taken into account. In

economic perspective, but also on human and

addition, increasing the number of women in male-

environmental; when released, it was celebrated

dominated

sectors

from a women’s rights perspective (Koehler, 2016).

inequalities,

for example, by improving the

can

positively

reduce

economic situation of women. In the Women’s
Environment

&

Development

Organization’s

discussion paper (Acha, 2016), it is mentioned that
by increasing the quota of women in these areas,
the gender gap could be broken while improving
the situation of women.
FOLLOWING SDGS: FOLL OWING A
JUST TRANSITION FOR WOMEN?
Even though just transitions literature does not
clearly mention the relevance of SDGs, by
analysing its framework, it is possible to identify

convergences that would indicate its connection.

The SDGs not only promoted a stand-alone goal on
gender that is much more embracing, but also
incorporated at least one specific gender target in

several other goals, reinforcing the overarching and
transversal nature of gender to achieve sustainable
development. The inclusion of gender in targets
directed to poverty (Goal 1), nutrition (Goal 2),
education (Goal 4), water and sanitation (Goal 6),
employment (Goal 8), cities (Goal 11), climate
change (Goal 13) and peaceful societies (Goal 16)
reassures the idea that there is gender-specific
experiences that require specific policies to be

targeted properly (Odera & Mulusa, 2019).

The SDGs brought some improvements to the

Even though Goal 5, directed to “achieve gender

search for more sustainable development but still

equality and empower all women and girls,” failed

raise the question as to whether there are still some

to include any reference to the concept of human

components missing when creating a just transition.

rights or “female rights”, it addresses fundamental

Are SDGs enough to guarantee a just world for

issues for feminist movements. The stand-alone

women? This is the question we want to address in

goal recognizes gender equality as a universal

this section.

challenge that must be visible to hold governments

SDGS IMPROVEMENTS

accountable; it

also recognizes the multiple

structural impediments women face in society. It

From a feminist perspective, the SDGs were

includes violence against

perceived as an improvement compared to the

recognizing unpaid care and domestic work, and the

MDGs. Before the SDGs, the goals focused only on

problems with women’s political participation and

achieving gender parity in education and fighting

reproductive rights.

maternal mortality. Additionally, these goals were
only directed towards developing countries. On the
other hand, the SDGs set goals for all countries,
also allowing adaptation at a country level and
acknowledging different national contexts (Goal
11). Furthermore, the SDGs have a holistic
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women and girls,

Including all these topics was possible due to the
active participation of NGOs and researchers,
global leaders, grassroots activists, and other
stakeholders in human and female rights (Winkler
& Williams, 2017) while conceptualizing the 17
SDGs goals, another positive aspect of SDGs

different from the “behind closed doors” (Esquivel,

reinforces gender roles and prejudices. Even though

2016) MDGs approach, the SDGs process was

there were improvements from a gender perspective

much more inclusive and open to civil society

from the MGDs to the SDGs to not leave women

participation. Moreover, the SDGs address the

behind, the SDGs failed to approach these three

“how” of implementation more extensively, by

levels properly. Not only were essential topics for

creating Goal 17, “partnership for the goals” which

women’s rights not included, but structural needs

aims to address the SDGs’ multidimensional nature.

were also lacking in the way the 17 goals were

Overall, the SDGs recognise the relevance of

built. Analysing the goals, targets, and indicators, it

changing policies and institutions to achieve

is possible to identify three categories of problems

sustainable development.

that prevent the gender perspective from fully

THE MISSING COMPONEN TS FOR A
JUST TRANSITION
There are three levels in which we can perceive
violations of females’ rights (Figure 2). Not only

addressing female disadvantages.
SDGS FAIL TO ADDRESS
STRUCTURAL ISSUES AND ROOT
CAUSES

the macrostructures of neoliberalism, which focus

The SDGs maintain a neoliberal perspective on

on economic growth, reinforce gender inequalities,

development that focuses on austerity measures,

but also institutions that comprehend government,

global integration, and increased production, all

companies, and civil society. Moreover, the intra-

gender neutral. Odera and Mulusa (2019, p. 103)

household area, or the personal sphere of relations,

highlight that SDGs "do not explicitly recognize the

Figure 2. Levels of female disadvantage (elaborated by the authors).
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link between women's human rights, gender

liberalism" goals. They do "not challenge the ways

equality, and the global economic governance

inequalities in income, wealth, and power are

policies." Goal 10, for example, show how

produced and reproduced at national and global

overcoming inequalities still relies on raising

levels, nor does it attempt to transform power

economic

industrialization,

relations between the North and the South, between

resource extraction, and consumption. It takes for

the rich and the poor, and between men and women

granted that this would be translated into equality

(…)

and well-being and thereby lead to the fundamental

power" (Esquivel, 2016, p. 14).

growth

through

objectives of human development when it is not
necessarily the case. Currently, economic growth is
supported by "the unequal division of labour and

it

becomes

an

empowerment

without

GOALS ARE SILENT OR WEAK FROM
A GENDER PERSPECTIVE

the systemic role of unpaid and care work" (Ponte

Apart from lacking a solid human rights language,

& Enríquez, 2016, p. 86).

some SDGs still do not refer to gender, even though

The goals intend to end poverty without shifting the
capitalist economic and political concentration of
power. Targets, such as 10.1, are focused on

improving the conditions of the poor without
touching the wealth of the richest. It does not
recognize the link between poverty and inequality
or address that to improve the quality of life of the
poorest; it is necessary to reconfigure the power

relations in society. Being immersed in a neoliberal
order jeopardises achieving the SDG's goals since
the neoliberal foundations reinforce the north and
south, race and gender inequalities.

There is no mention of actions to end financial
speculation, combat tax evasion, or better regulate
financial markets which are fundamental steps if we
want an equal development, from a global to a local
perspective. In the SDGs preparation phase, these
topics were addressed; however, "a number of
governments

rejected

proposals

for

stronger

financial regulation that would tap the wealth of the
top 1% and curb the illicit flow of finances from
developing countries" (Odera & Mulusa, 2019, p.
107). SDGs could be perceived as "embedded
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they impact the gender gap. Goal 7 about the access
to energy for all does not mention any gender
dimensions, even though the access to it is not
gender neutral. Moreover, Goal 9 does not

recognize the impacts that infrastructure has on
exacerbating women's vulnerabilities, and Goal 12,
"ensure sustainable consumption and production
patterns" does not refer to gender. As previously
mentioned, the gender component is transversal to
all development goals, then all of them should
make gender considerations (Odera & Mulusa,
2019).
Another problem is that some targets consider the
gender variable but do not define the concepts used
precisely,

leaving

them

open

to

many

interpretations. In Goal 5, for example, targets
mention "unpaid care work (5.4), discrimination

(5.1), and effective participation (5.5) without
precisely defining boundaries, which can cause
problems for their enforcement. Alternatively, it
brings a definition, but it is too limited to guarantee
women's rights effectively. We can highlight that

women's political empowerment was reduced to
women occupying political positions. At the same

time, it is already known that this does not

primary goal of "ending violence against girls and

guarantee that female rights will be addressed, and

women in all its forms," should be broader and

also, it does not solve the disparity of resource

changed to "ending gender-based violence" whilst

access once these positions are occupied by women.

also

Also, target 5.5 disregards the relevance of civil

LGBTQI+. The SDGs distinguish women from

society participation and the necessity of also

girls, recognizing the different experiences related

measuring it (Consortium on Gender, Security and

to age, but do not address other intersections that

Human Rights, 2017).

make women's experiences different worldwide

Also, the barrier of entry is not the only problem
that females face in the labour market. The
economic

empowerment

target

(in

Goal

5)

mistakenly "equates gender equality as equality of
[economic]

opportunity between women and

men" (Esquivel, 2016, p. 16), which does not
address critical issues on gender disparity such as
the informality of female workers and gender wage

gaps. The goals also have a narrow perspective on
sexual health and reproductive rights. There is no
reference to period poverty, even though it is one of
the main factors in enhancing female disadvantage
and taking girls out of school. Moreover, the SDGs

failed to gather enough support for sexual rights,
including providing access to

safe abortion

services. Nowadays, this "right is being clawed
back in a number of countries (…) and the cost is
disproportionately borne by poorer and more
marginalized women who cannot afford access to
higher-quality services provided by private clinics
and practitioners, which may also be located at a
distance" (Razavi, 2016, p. 31).

including

the

violence

experienced

by

depending on class, race, sexual orientation,
disability, religion, and ethnicity. The goals do not
recognize that the accumulation of vulnerabilities
makes it even more difficult for women that are

indigenous, black, or from other minorities to have
their rights guaranteed, a reason why specific
policies are needed to address these overlapping
disadvantages (Yuval-Davis, 2006). Inequalities are
put together in the same basket in the SDGs, being

addressed by a single target (10.2) with no
reference to the mechanisms needed to overcome
them.
IMPLEMENTATION AND M ETRICS
ISSUES
Even though the SDGs have Goal 17 directed to
implementation, and this topic is also mentioned in
some other targets under other goals, they are silent

on the policies required to achieve these goals and
targets. Addressing implementation, partnership,
and accountability were advances; however, there is
no concrete methodology for implementing the
proposed goals. The “means of implementation”

Furthermore, we identify that the rights of

were included in the SDGs due to the insistence of

LGBTQI+ are also neglected "despite the existence

developing countries; however, they “vary greatly

of

and

in their specificity, and in some cases ‘are so vague

violence against persons who identify with these

that they are practically meaningless” (Razavi,

categories" (Denney, 2015, p. 5). To be more

2016, p. 27). Moreover, they do not provide tools

inclusive on this matter, Goal 5, instead of having a

for

widespread

structural

discrimination

disadvantaged

countries

facing

more

considerable challenges in achieving those targets.
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Figure 3. The SGDs gaps from a gender perspective (elaborated by the authors).

Of the 230 SDG indicators, 53 directly mention

targets that do not consider the context in which

gender issues; nonetheless, “UN Women finds that

countries are immersed and their culture. Poverty,

there

established

for example, has only a monetary metric, which

methodologies or standards for 23 out of the

cannot capture all the metrics involved, such as

53” (Odera & Mulusa, 2019, p. 101). Due to the

child labour, illiteracy, hunger, and conditions of

cross-cutting nature of gender equality, if female

living, which disproportionately affect women.

rights are not approached in a multidimensional

Indicators

way, we are endangering the fulfilment of the

comprehend

SDGs as a whole. Moreover, we have targets that

disadvantages women face. They should not be

do not capture the full intention of the respective

reduced only to indicators that have data available;

goal. It also happens with indicators that should be

they must be ambitious and force countries to invest

used to verify the implementation of the targets but

in gathering data, particularly gender-disaggregated

only captures a small part of what is intended. The

ones.

are

no

internationally

indicator of the target 5.2, “eliminate all forms of

violence against all women and girls in the public
and private spheres, including trafficking and
sexual and other types of exploitations” does not
capture

the

underlining

issues

concerning

trafficking and other types of female exploitation.
Another example is the indicator of female
participation that only counts for government and
managerial positions, without any indicator of the
quality and influence they have in those spheres.

must
the

be

gender-sensitive

multiple

dimensions

and
of

Disaggregated data is fundamental for governments
to identify the needs of vulnerable populations and
lacking it creates a big challenge for an effective,
sustainable development that does not leave groups
behind. The disaggregation of data should be part

of one of the SDG targets since it “will allow
development agencies and governments to focus on
specific groups that are affected by whatever they
are trying to measure” (Denney, 2015, p. 5),
helping

create

more

effective

policies.

Furthermore, in terms of metrics, SDGs present a

Disaggregated data makes inequalities visible and

problem concerning the emphasis on quantitative

does not allow governments to ignore them.
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Thus, there are significant synergies between the

CONCLUSION
The SDGs present a framework with strengths but
also weaknesses. The incomplete human rights
basis could be one of the main issues that require
improvements if the main objective is to actively
“leave

no

one

behind,”

and

address

the

disadvantages that minority groups, such as women,

face. Currently, the SDGs are not sufficient in the
name of equality and inclusion. Political power
remains a strong influence, meaning inequalities are
not

tackled

appropriately,

particularly

not

universally.

SDGs and human rights, therefore, moving toward
a just transition requires both systems to be aligned.

There is a need to advocate for greater inclusion of
human rights in the SDGs. From a gender
perspective, this connection between human rights
and SDGs would potentially help address the three
levels of disadvantage women face. We can achieve
a just transition with a more robust implementation
methodology that does not leave people behind.
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INTRODUCTION

This report focuses on how the ongoing war in

“Ukraine war ‘catastrophic for global food’”
(BBC News, 2022)

Ukraine affects global food production. We have
decided to examine this very current topic through a
few cases, those cases being countries that will be,

“Ukraine war linked to ‘massive malnutrition crisis’
affecting millions in other emergencies”
(UN News, 2022)
“UN chief: ‘deeply concerned’ about risks of global
hunger due to war in Ukraine” (Reuters, 2022)

affected in a multitude of different ways, by the war
in Ukraine and its implications to the production
and exportation of food. The countries we chose
were Egypt, Turkey, Lebanon, and Yemen. As
mentioned earlier these are all countries that are
either dependent or at least rely heavily on

These quotes illustrate the enormous impact the

Ukrainian and/or Russian crops. In the next chapter

armed conflict in Ukraine can or will have on

we will explain in more detail what our aims are

global food production and food supply. Ukraine

and how we have conducted our research.

and the Federation of Russia are both in the top
three producers of agricultural products such as

AIM OF THE REPORT

wheat, maize, rapeseed etc. Russia also is a very

As mentioned in the beginning, the aim of this

large producer of fertilizers vital for agricultural

report is to study how the ongoing war in Ukraine

production (Food and Agricultural Organization of

affects global food production and the type of

the United Nations [FAO], 2022c). Large portions

spillovers that occur. Both Ukraine and Russia are

of this production are exported worldwide, and this

key global trading partners, especially with the

exporting of goods has been jeopardised by the

countries in North Africa and the Middle East, with

ongoing conflict. Both the conflict itself in the case

a large proportion of those countries’ cereals being

of Ukraine and sanctions in the case of Russia are

imported from Ukraine and Russia.

limiting or stopping the exporting of these products

and are posing risk to many countries dependent on

In this report, we will first give a broader view of

the products of Ukraine and Russia.

the role of Ukraine and Russia as one of the largest
exporters of agricultural products and study what
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the main export products are. Our focus is mostly

with a global share of about 18%. In the categories

on the four chosen priority countries; Egypt,

of both sunflower and rape seed oil, Russia was the

Turkey, Lebanon, and Yemen, which we conducted

second largest exporter. Moreover, the country

case studies on. Egypt is a country in North Africa,

shipped the third most barley, the fourth most rape

Lebanon and Yemen are the Middle Eastern

seeds and the sixth most maize in 2021. Besides

countries and Turkey has a unique geographical

these agricultural products, Russia is also an

position, because it is partly in Europe and Asia.

important producer of fertilisers. The global export

We first looked at their past situation in terms of

share of nitrate (N) fertiliser was about 17% ,

food production and imports, as well as the socio-

phosphate (P) fertiliser was about 15% and of

economic condition and how they have been

potash (K) fertiliser around 20%. Thus, Russia is

affected by the war in Ukraine. We also consider

the world’s largest exporter of N-fertilisers and the

the SDGs and how they are directly related to our

second largest of P- and K-fertilisers (FAO,

topic.

2022c).

MATERIAL

On the other hand, Ukraine was the fifth largest

The conflict in Ukraine started only a few months
ago, so it is difficult to obtain data on food safety,

as we cannot yet assess the long-term impact of the
war. This is why news articles are mostly used, as
they adapt to a constantly changing situation and
ensure topicality. We are also using data from
different UN organizations such as the World Food
Programme (WFP) and Food and Agricultural

wheat exporter (10% of the global share) and the
second largest barley exporter (15% of the global

share) in 2021. In addition, Ukraine ranked third in
the export ranking of both maize and rape seeds. In
the category of sunflower oil, the country was the
largest exporter with a global share of around 38%.
Moreover, Ukraine shipped the seventh most

rapeseed oil in 2021 (FAO, 2022c).

Organization (FAO). In addition, we also have data

These market shares clarify the importance of both

from the World Bank and different scientific

countries and the resulting dependence within the

journals. Most of our food figures are based on

food supply system. Almost 50 nations have a

FAO and WFP data.

dependency rate of over 30% for wheat imports on

BROADER VIEW ON THE
SITUATION

both Russia and Ukraine. Figure 2 shows the wheat
import dependency of a selection of countries and
the respective shares of Russia and Ukraine in

Ukraine and Russia are key players in the global

2021. It arises from the diagram that countries of

agriculture market. For six agricultural products,

the Global South, such as Eritrea, Lebanon, or

both countries are among the seven largest

Congo, are/ or will be most affected by the crisis.

exporters. Figure 1 shows the global export shares

However, countries of the Global North (e.g.

of these six agricultural products in 2021 (FAO,

Turkey and Finland) will also feel the effects of the

2022c).

import shortfalls on their food systems. In addition

Last year, Russia was the largest wheat exporter
40

to the aforementioned dependence on agricultural
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Figure 1. Global export shares of selected agricultural products in 2021

(Data: FAO, 2022c).

products, there is also a global dependence on the

products from Russia and Ukraine. Russia has

Russian fertiliser industry. In 25 countries, the

temporarily halted exports of wheat to secure

dependence on this industry is over 30 %. Natural

domestic supplies (“Russland stoppt”, 2022).

gas in particular plays a very important role in the

Ukraine is no longer able to ship most of its

production of fertilisers. The lack of natural gas or

agricultural products because the infrastructure is

higher gas prices due to trade embargoes against

missing, and the Black Sea ports are blocked. These

Russia have led to lower production of fertilisers.

ports are playing an important role in the Ukrainian

Thus, both countries that buy fertilisers directly

foreign trade. Before the war, 75% of trade was

from Russia and countries that buy Russian natural

conducted through the ports. Currently (as of early

gas for their fertiliser production are significantly

May), 25 million tonnes of exportable wheat are

affected by the current crisis (FAO, 2022c).

stuck in Ukraine (“Millionen Tonnen”, 2022). In

The importance of both nations in the global
agricultural and food system, as shown in Figures 1
and 2, illustrates the danger of a global food crisis
that can result from the current conflict. The
sources for the potential global food crisis are as
follows.

addition to the trade disruptions, there are also
harvest failures in Ukraine, as many farmers can’t
access their fields to cultivate and harvest them
(FAO, 2022c). An initial forecast from the data
analysis company Karryos predicts a reduction in
the wheat harvest of up to 35% this year. The

Ukrainian government even expects crop losses of

The war has led to export stops for agricultural

up to 50% (“Millionen Tonnen”, 2022). The trade
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and harvest failures lead to price increases of

wheat price will increase by 10 % and in the severe

agricultural products as well as fertilisers.

scenario by 19 % until 2026/27 compared to the

FAO (2022c) has set up two possible scenarios for
the price development during marketing year

current level. In addition, fertiliser prices are

expected to grow by 25% (FAO, 2022c).

2022/23 (short term). A reduction of exports of

The lack of exports and the resulting rise in prices

wheat from both Ukraine and Russia by 10 million

will lead to a collapse in food supply in many

tonnes each is assumed in the moderate shock

countries and an increase in the number of

scenario and a reduction of wheat exports by 25

undernourished people. The worst effects are

million tonnes is assumed in the severe shock

awaited in Asia-Pacific, sub-Saharan Africa, Near

scenario. In addition, the crude oil price per barrel is

East and North Africa (FAO, 2022c).

expected to rise by US$25 from US$75 to US$100
for both scenarios. As shown in figure 3, the wheat
price will increase by 8.7% in the moderate shock
scenario and by 21.5% in the severe shock scenario.

PRIORITY COUNTRIES
EGYPT

Moreover, the price of fertilisers will rise by 13%.

Egypt is the largest wheat importer in the world,

Other possible scenarios have been drawn up by

with an import volume of about 12.5 million tons

FAO until the 2026/27 marketing year (long term).

per season, as the country only produces 42% of its

For these scenarios, the reduction of export volumes

overall

was adjusted to the scenarios developed for 2022/23

(Heigermoser et al., 2022). Even before the current

and a crude oil price of US$108 per barrel in

war in the Ukraine, there were already some

2026/27 is assumed. In the moderate scenario, the

problems concerning the food system and security.

wheat

consumption

Figure 2. Wheat import dependency in 2021 (Data: FAO, 2022c).
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domestically

In 2019, the population of Egypt was about 100.388

existing problems mentioned above, illustrates the

million (United Nations Department of Economic

potentially enormous negative impact on Egypt that

and Social Affairs, 2019) of which around one-third

the conflict could bring. FAO (2022c) forecasts that

lived in poverty (Tarek, 2022). Moreover, in 2019,

the proportion of people without access to a healthy

85.3% of the population do not have access to a

diet could increase by 9.6% if purchasing power

healthy diet (FAO, 2022c). Since 1988, the

falls by one-third. Further forecasts are that a higher

Egyptian government has been subsidising bread,

wheat-price will increase the current bread-

especially for the poor. These subsidies currently

subsidies by about a quarter, from US$3.2 billion to

amount to 5 Piaster per loaf, which is the equivalent

US$4 billion. These projected developments have

of 0.0025€. Currently, 71 million Egyptians are

led the Egyptian government to announce plans for

receiving subsidies on bread and wheat (Tarek,

increasing the bread-price for the first time since

2022).

1988 (WFP, 2022a). Further (temporary) solutions

In 2020, Egypt was the biggest importer of both
Ukrainian (3.08 million tonnes) and Russian wheat
(8.25 million tonnes) (WFP, 2022a). Last year,
wheat imports from Russia accounted for 45% of

the total and 28% from Ukraine. Thus, the country
currently imports 73% from the two parties
involved in the Ukrainian conflict. In addition,
Egypt imported one-third of its maize from Ukraine
between 2016 and 2021. Most of the trade is also

conducted via the Black Sea ports (FAO, 2022c).
This current inventory, in conjunction with the

to counteract possible impact are as follows. Egypt
had 5 million tonnes of wheat in stock in February
2022, which is enough for 9 months. In addition,
the country identified 14 other possible wheat
suppliers that could compensate for the loss of

imports (Reidy, 2022a). These countries include the
USA, Argentina, Australia and some European
countries (Tarek, 2022). One advantage Egypt has
over other affected countries are national social
security programmes established since the 1990s.
These programmes could now help to protect the

Figure 3. Expected price development of wheat 2021-2026 (Data: FAO, 2022c).
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poorer population from the mentioned impacts.

the crisis, the Turkish economy was not doing well;

(FAO, 2022c).

inflation is high and food prices have risen. The

The current crisis threatens to destabilise Egypt.
There are fears of protests and riots that could take
on the proportions of the Arab Spring, as food
prices are on track to reach the same levels as 2011
(Barber & MacDiarmid, 2022), with increased

wheat prices, among other factors, being what
triggered the Arab Spring previously (Tarek
2022). But the current crisis could also have some
positive effects on Egypt and Africa in general.
Egypt is the fifth largest exporter of Nitrate
fertiliser and the sixth of Phosphate fertiliser. Due
to economic sanctions against Russia and possible
export or import bans on Russian fertiliser, Egypt
could gain importance and increase its export

volume of fertiliser (FAO, 2022c). Africa, in
general, now has the possibility to decrease the
dependence on non-African food importers by
making more efficient use of its agricultural land,
which accounts for 60% of the world’s arable land,

and by increasing agricultural productivity (Sacko
& Mayaki, 2022).
TURKEY
Turkey is an interesting player in the Ukraine
conflict because it has good relations with both
Ukraine and Russia but is also a member of NATO.
Turkey depends on both Russian and Ukrainian
food production and, in particular, imports wheat

and oil from both countries (FAO, 2022c). In 2020,
68% of Turkey’s wheat imports came from Russia
(7.9 million tons) and 8.52% from Ukraine. Due to
drought, Turkey has increased wheat imports from
Russia during 2021-2022 (Reidy, 2022b; WFP,

2022). These high import rates make the country

current conflict will further destabilise the Turkish

economy and food security. Already, the war has
increased prices of wheat and sunflower seed oil
thereby increasing bread prices in Turkey (Foreign
Agricultural

Service,

Unlike

western

countries, Turkey has not set any sanctions on
Russia, because of its heavy reliance on Russian
food and energy. Thus, Turkey is in a difficult
situation due to its relations with both sides of the
conflict, and is therefore, trying to create a balance

between Russia and Ukraine as well as other
western states. The whole crisis puts Turkey, and
especially Erdogan in a difficult situation at the
same time when Turkey’s economy is failing
because of its current national policy (Murat

Kubilay, 2022).
LEBANON
Lebanon is a small country located on the eastern
Mediterranean coast in the Middle East, with a
population of 6.8 million (World Bank, 2020).
During the country’s history, its agricultural
development has been affected by both domestic,
regional political and socio-economic conditions

(Hamadé, 2020). For example, the famine between
1915-1918, the civil war between 1975-1990
(Hoteit el al., 2021) and the onset of the 2011
Syrian crisis (Hamadé, 2020). Moreover, there have
been several national crises in recent years (WFP,

2022b). Due to the Syrian crisis Lebanon has
hosted 1.5 million Syrian refugees (WFP, 2022b)
and in addition there are approximately more than
170,000 Palestinian refugees (Human Rights
Watch, 2022).

very vulnerable to the current conflict. Even before
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According to the United Nation’s Economic and

which have led to widespread electricity blackouts

Social Commission for Western Asia (ESCWA)

making it harder for hospitals, schools and bakeries,

report (2016), Lebanon imports 80% of its food and

for example, to operate (Human Rights Watch,

is especially dependent on bread and cereal imports.

2022).

The first crisis in recent years was the 2019
financial crisis, which was a result of the country’s
currency, the Lebanese pound, collapse (Hamadé,

2020). The value of the Lebanese pound decreased
by more than 90 per cent and the price of food rose
dramatically, with the cost of a basic food basket
rising by more than 340% (WPF, n.d). Increasing
prices (Figure 4) also worsened food security as

well as Lebanon’s ability to produce food (Hamadé,
2020). According to the World Bank (2022) the
Lebanon economic crisis is possibly one of the
most severe in the world since 1850, and the

The second crisis in Lebanon, was the COVID-19
pandemic in March 2020 which exacerbated the
economic crisis and revealed how weak the social
security is in Lebanon (Kharroubi et al., 2021). In
addition, the third crisis appeared later in the year
when the explosion in the port of Beirut caused
approximately 200 deaths and several thousand

injuries, destroyed a large part of the port and the
country’s large grain silo (WPF, 2021). It also
negatively affected supply chains, availability of
grains and food security (Kharroubi et al., 2021).

consequences can reflect in the country´s long-term

According to the World Food Programme (WFP,

stability and social peace (World Bank, 2022).

n.d.) more than half of Lebanon’s population is

Kharroubi et al. (2021) states that Lebanon is still a

living below the poverty line and food security is a

net food importer and almost 80% of its cereal

main concern for many, therefore the WFP is

consumption is covered by imports. Due to the

helping families by giving food parcels. By using

financial crisis, Lebanon has suffered fuel shortages

the index of multidimensional poverty, which

Figure 4. Average increase in food prices in Lebanon between July 2019 and 2020
(Data: ESCWA, 2020).
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Figure 5. Sunflower oil imports from Ukraine and Russia as a share of domestic
sunflower oil supply of Lebanon 2010-2019 (Data: Our World in Data, n.d.).

means deprivation in one or more dimensions of

dependent on Ukraine and Russia, because 66 % of

health, education, housing, public utilities, assets

its wheat is imported from Ukraine and 12 % from

and property, as well as employment and income,

Russia (United Nations Office for the Coordination

82% of the population in Lebanon is classed as

of Humanitarian Affairs [OCHA], 2022b). Ukraine

poor (UN, 2021). Thus, the poverty rate has

and Russia have also been Lebanon’s main

increased significantly from the multidimensional

suppliers of sunflower seed oil (Figure 5). Domestic

poverty rate of 42% in 2019 (UN, 2021). Lebanon

production of wheat has been limited because of

has failed to carry out economic reforms and

many factors such as landscape, weather conditions

therefore almost three million people are in the

and difficulties in the agricultural sector due to

need of humanitarian assistance (WFP, n.d.). This

economic crisis and the high prices of seeds,

affects both the Lebanese and refugees in terms of

fertilizers, and plant protection materials (FAO,

poverty and food insecurity (WFP, 2022b). About

2022a). In March Lebanon’s officials assumed that

90% of the Syrian refugees are living in extreme

wheat stocks will be depleted in a month (Al-Faour,

poverty and most of the refugee households are

2022). Although Lebanon’s government have found

struggling to buy food (United Nations Refugee

a new storage for the imported wheat to replace the

Agency, 2021).

one destroyed in the Beirut explosion, they now

The fourth crisis is the war in Ukraine which started
in the end of February 2022. Lebanon’s own cereal
production covers less than 20 % of the country’s
consumption (FAO, 2022a). The country is highly
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must find new sources of wheat from other
countries, such as USA and India, and find ways to
finance them due to the higher import price of

wheat (Al-Faour, 2022).
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YEMEN

food assistance to 13.3 million people (over 40

Yemen is a small state in the southern tip of the

percent of the population in Yemen) (WFP, 2022c).

Arabian Peninsula. Yemen has been in political

This and other crucial humanitarian aid has been

turmoil and conflict since the beginning of the last

threatened and hindered by not only fuel and other

decade. Instability beginning in 2011 with pro-

material shortages created by the embargo and the

democracy demonstrations, turning into full war in

COVID-19 pandemic, but also the cuts in foreign

2014 and escalating with the intervention of a Saudi

aid by many traditional funding countries.

Arabian led coalition in 2015 (“UN welcomes”,
2022). The conflict and embargo enforced by the

Yemen is a country with very distinct and complex

coalition has led Yemen into one of the worst

challenges when it comes to food security and

humanitarian catastrophes of the 21st century. At the

global food networks. Not only is the country

beginning of April, a two-month truce was finally

dependent on foreign crop imports but also foreign

agreed upon but this and other possible positive

aid. The worsening political situation all over the

developments are overshadowed by spillovers of

world poses a risk to both food imports and aid, and

worsening global trends.

even though we have had some positive indicators
of the humanitarian crisis in Yemen easing up after

What makes Yemen stand out in our countries of

many years of struggle, the war in Ukraine and

examination is the sheer scale of the humanitarian

what follows might pull the rug out from under the

crises that is present there and has been present for

positive developments.

the last seven years. According to estimations, over
50% of the population of Yemen has food
insecurity (WFP, 2022c) this includes 31 000
people facing acute famine according to IPC
rankings

(Integrated

Food

Security

Phase

Classification, 2022).

DISCUSSION

Egypt is strongly affected by the war in Ukraine,
since 73% of the total wheat imports are from
Ukraine and Russia (FAO, 2022c). In general,
Egypt imports 58% of its wheat consumption. But

WFP (2022c) was reporting the rise in the cost of

this is exactly where the difference lies, especially

food in Yemen being alarming, even before the

with Yemen and Lebanon, because 42% of grain

beginning of the war in Ukraine. Yemen imports

consumption is covered by domestic production

close to half of its wheat from Ukraine and the

(Heigermoser et al., 2022). This enables Egypt to

federation of Russia, with the fact that most of the

better compensate for the supply shortfalls caused

country is already facing severe food insecurity, the

by the war. In addition, the economic situation in

implications of cuts in supply are very dire. Even

Egypt is better than in Lebanon and Yemen, which

though there are nations that are much more

also helps to better ensure food security.

dependent on specifically Ukrainian and Russian
wheat, corn and other crops, Yemen is a country

that imports over 90 percent of all its food (WFP,
2022c). According to WFP they are giving general

Turkey Imports 7.8 million tons of wheat from
Russia which is 68% of Turkey’s total wheat
imports (FAO, 2022c; WFP, 2022a). Turkey has
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suffered from inflation and its economy is sinking

earlier, Yemen is very reliant on imports of food

because of Erdogan’s policies. The Ukraine war’s

and in most agricultural products Ukraine and

timing is very bad for Turkey because it is already

Russia play a vital role in those imports. So, it is

suffering from riots and inflation. Turkey’s

safe to say that the war in Ukraine poses a major

situation has similarities with Lebanon, Egypt and

threat to the already fragile food safety situation in

Yemen, as it imports wheat and also has a lot of

Yemen.

refugees.

In tandem with the dependence on Ukrainian and

The situation in Lebanon is different compared to

Russian grain are the earlier mentioned dependence

the other countries studied, because it has faced

on foreign aid. This differentiates Yemen to some

multiple crises in a short timeframe which have

of our other countries of examination. Lebanon is a

worsened the country’s socio-economic, political

country that shares the large-scale need of foreign

and health situation. As well as the other countries,

aid, but Yemen has been steeped in larger

it is highly dependent on imports from Ukraine and

humanitarian crises for longer. As mentioned

Russia, especially on wheat and sunflower oil.

earlier, close to half of Yemen’s population

Lebanon also has the highest number of refugees as

received food-aid from WFP (WFP, 2022).

a proportion of the total population in the world
(WFP, 2022). A large proportion of refugees and
Lebanese have received humanitarian aid and they
still need more support, but there are worries that
Lebanon might receive less international aid, if it

instead goes directly to Ukraine (OCHA, 2022).

The current conflict and the resulting lack of
exports, price increases and food insecurity are, in
our view, directly related to three SDGs. These are
Goal 1 - No Poverty, Goal 2 - No Hunger and Goal
3 - Good Health and Well-being.

Lebanon’s financial crisis is one of the worst in the

GOAL 1: A clear connection with this goal is the

world (World Bank, 2022) and like Turkey, who

increase in prices of food as a result of the war in

also suffers of failing economy, it has suffered from

Ukraine. For example, price increases affect mostly

high inflation and rising food prices. More than half

staple food (e.g. bread), which is very important in

of Lebanon’s population is living below the poverty

all of these countries. Before the crisis, bread was

line and almost three million people are in need of

affordable option for poorer people, but now they

humanitarian aid, but the situation is not as severe

might struggle to afford it. A good example to show

as in Yemen. Lebanon has similarities with Egypt

the connection to SDG 1 is Yemen. The rise of food

at least in terms of rising food prices possibly

in Yemen, as reported by WFP (2022), might lead

leading to social unrest.

to worsening poverty in the country. Deep and still
worsening poverty is one of the major struggles of

To conclude with Yemen, the effects of the war in

Yemen (OCHA, 2022a) and it is always tied to the

Ukraine revolve heavily around the fact that the

food insecurity and malnutrition crisis. This crisis is

country is strongly reliant on, not only foreign grain

in danger of worsening due to the war in Ukraine,

but also foreign aid. As discussed in more length

as we have discussed earlier.
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GOAL 2: SDG 2 is most obviously linked to the

no one knows how the war will end. But what is

Ukrainian conflict. Global hunger is on the rise due

known is that, according to the current course, there

to supply gaps, rising prices and increasing food

will be a global famine catastrophe, the only

insecurity. The war in Ukraine can increase the

question being when. The whole world will feel this

need of humanitarian aid for countries which are

food crisis, but the hardest hit will be countries in

highly dependent on imported products from

Africa and the Middle East, which are particularly

Ukraine and Russia, such as Lebanon and Yemen.

dependent on exports from Russia and Ukraine

On the other hand, humanitarian aid is also needed

(FAO, 2022b). The affected countries will face

in Ukraine, which can reduce the amount of aid for

economic, political and social changes as food

other countries. The lack of fertilizers due to war is

insecurity

also worsening the countries’ own capacity for food

demonstrations and uprisings, as well as migration

production.

processes. Humanitarian support will now become

increases,

such

as

inflation,

increasingly important.
GOAL 3: Food is very important for general health
and therefore, if people are not able to eat a healthy
balanced diet due to lack of cereals or cooking oil,

The crisis is forcing all countries, especially those
in the Global North, to rethink their current food

it will negatively affect their health. In most of the

and agricultural systems. From our point of view,

countries we studied, as well as other countries

agriculture must be made more sustainable. In

affected by food insecurity because of the war, are

addition, the existing global dependencies (e.g. in

in danger of facing malnutrition, with the poorest

the fertiliser industry) should be weakened and

people suffering the worst of it (WHO, 2021). This

regional components strengthened. Furthermore, it

will especially impact children who are more prone

is

necessary to

question

livestock

farming,

to malnutrition than adults (WHO, 2021).

especially factory farming. This is especially true in

Besides the first three goals, there are also

thus also of animal feed. Is it not more sensible to

connections between the conflict and other goals

give the planted grain to humans over farm

even if they are perhaps only indirect. The

animals?

increasing prices of food and the lack of some food

view of the current global shortage of cereals and

products can cause social unrest which affects

All in all, it can be said that the current conflict has

negatively to Goal 16 which is for peace, justice

an enormous impact on global food production. We

and strong institutions. In addition, the war in

need to prepare for a global hunger catastrophe and

Ukraine affects negatively the possibility of

do everything we can to minimise its extent.

achieving Goal 10 - reduced inequalities.
CONLUSION
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energy dependency. Second, we will consider the

INTRODUCTION

ways in which national energy security could act as

The dependency of Europe on Russian energy and

a device of development and promote sustainability

especially on natural gas has provoked quite a bit of

in the energy sector. We will focus especially on

discussion over recent months (Toivonen, 2022;

renewable energy and its possibilities for increasing

“Näillä tavoilla”, 2022; Pikkarainen, 2022). It is

national and energy security. Third, we will discuss

hardly surprising considering the ongoing offensive

the consequent effects of the energy transition

war

efforts and the possible inequalities that the energy

Russia

is

exercising

in

Ukraine.

The

complicated relationship of the two countries has

transition might bring forth.

been spanning for centuries, but the contemporary
energy commerce has played a part in all of this. In

ENERGY AND NATIONAL SECURITY

this chapter we aim to assess the role of energy in

Energy security is one of the main factors in

national security. We will use the case of Ukraine
as an illuminating example. During the following
pages, we will consider the politics and economics
of the relationship between Russia and European
countries. As climate change is still a pressing issue
despite the current conflicts, we will also consider
the effects of the Sustainable Development Goals
(SDGs) (United Nations General Assembly, 2015)

and sustainability transition efforts on energy- and
national security.

ensuring nations’ national security, as energy
security is an essential component in securing
national interests (Mara et al., 2022). Energy

security can be defined as the “uninterrupted access
to sources of energy, diversification of sources and
routes of supply, abundant supplies, resilience
against

external

sufficiency.”

shocks,

and

energy

self-

(Thaler & Hofmann, 2022, p. 2). As

energy is needed in almost all parts of societal
functions, national, economic, and energy security

There are a few more specific research questions to

are very much interdependent (Mara et al., 2022).

guide this endeavor. First, we will be looking at

The role of energy in a national security

Europe’s current energy dependency on Russia and
examine the possibilities of Europe to break its

framework,

however,

differentiates

between

countries. Energy dependency or independency is
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one of the key factors shaping energy’s role in
national energy frameworks (Mara et al., 2022).
The factors affecting energy independency are the

domestic capabilities for energy production, such as
the production of coal, oil, and gas, and the
generation of renewable and nuclear energy (Mara
et al., 2022). In addition, the level of diversification
in energy imports plays a role in establishing
energy independency (Mara et al., 2022). Dźwigoł
et al. (2019) expand the concept of energy security
by including

social stability and

ecological

suitability as aspects of energy security. Energy

shortages for example can create social instability
and the production and transportation of energy has

Figure 1. Energy at three levels of national

security according to Cornell (2009).

environmental effects.
Energy in Transport Directive (“Sustaining”, 2016).
Overall, energy affects various levels of national

Due to absent regulations, there is no obligation to

security. Cornell (2009) differentiates three levels

reach sustainable transition efforts in this domain

of national security, and the energy security threats

yet. However, on the flip side, there is also an

within each level (Figure 1). Primary level energy

enormous potential for transition to renewable

is used for securing states existence through

energy in military functions.

securing military functions and performance.

Disruptions at this level are rare in developed

On a secondary level, energy connects to securing

countries as fossil fuels are easily sourced and

domestic services and critical infrastructure such as

replaced (Cornell, 2009) and therefore European

communications, transportation, water distribution

countries would not likely experience security

and power production (Cornell, 2009). Disruptions

hazards at this level. According to the European

at this level cause widespread effects to all parts

Defense Agency, militaries are among the largest

and functions of society and therefore, the threats to

energy consumers in Europe as “operational energy

national security are also higher at this level. The

is required for training, moving and sustaining

Russian threats to cut off gas exports in 2006 and

military forces and weapons’ platforms for military

2009 are examples of secondary level energy

operations” (“Sustaining”, 2016, p. 30). Operational

security threats, as natural gas is used to maintain

energy needs of militaries are, however, largely met

domestic services (Cornell, 2009).

with hydrocarbons. In addition, the European
Armed Forces are not under any of EU’s energy
directives such as the Energy Efficiency Directive,

the Renewable Energy Directive, the Energy
Performance in Buildings Directive or in the
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At the highest, tertiary level, energy affects a state’s
economic vitality through fluctuations in energy
prices and levels of inflation. According to Cornell
(2009, p.72) “tertiary security is the first and most
likely of the three levels of security to be threatened

by disruptions in the hydrocarbon supply.” As we

The context of this conversation has also taken a

have witnessed after the onslaught of the war in

sinister turn when Russia began the large-scale

Ukraine, the energy prices of hydrocarbons,

attack against Ukraine. These events have cast a

especially natural gas and oil, have been rising due

shadow on the argument that the co-dependence of

to the threats to energy supplies, conflict-related

European countries and Russia create a power

supply disruptions, and EU’s financial sanctions

symmetry (Jääskeläinen et al., 2018). In this

towards Russia (Benton et al., 2022; Mbah &

conflict, the energy sector is playing an interesting

Wasum,

Moreover, the prospects of

role. Sanctions against Russian energy have been

economic prosperity in European countries have

set in the wake of the war and many European

been largely hampered due to the forementioned

countries seek to sever all energy ties to Russia

actions as well as increased uncertainty which has

(European Counsil, 2022). Russia also used

decreased the overall business confidence in

restrictions on gas exports as a political tool back in

European economies (Mbah & Wasum, 2022). In

2006 and 2009 (Ostrowski, 2020). From a national

the future, tighter regulation of fossil fuels will

security perspective, a threat to Ukraine has

raise the price of hydrocarbon-based energy. The

presented itself in the 1990s and onwards as the

security threats that rise from energy prices will hit

energy sectors’ corruption started to spread to other

the hardest to countries with the biggest proportions

economic sectors undermining the strength of the

of fossil fuel-based energy consumption. Therefore,

nation (Balmaceda, 2008).

2022).

the transition to sustainable energy could be argued,
to be an act which helps to secure tertiary level
national security.

The situation we are in nowadays has developed for
decades. Oil was the major energy export of Russia
from the tsarist era until the 1970s, when the oil

ENERGY AS A POLITICAL TOOL IN
THE RUSSIA -EUROPE ENERGY
TRADE
The politics of energy security are quite complex.

The nexus of actors is vast in terms of
extensiveness and nestedness. These agents range
from individual private companies to national cooperations. Regarding the energy dependency on
Russia, in addition to singular countries, the role of

the EU, as a whole, is important. Dependency on
Russian energy has developed for decades, from the
Soviet to the post-Cold War era (Lee & Connolly,
2016). It is important, in terms of energy as a
security question, to explore the dynamics and
power relations between actors.

crisis and gasification of the Soviet Union changed
the energy dynamics of the Eurasian region (Lee &
Connolly, 2016; Ostrowski, 2020). Gas imports and
exports generally require direct pipelines from
producer to consumer. As a result, natural gas can
also be used for political purposes as quick
substitution from one supplier to another is
difficult. The United States were aware of the
political dimensions of natural gas and hence tried

to contest the gasification of the European energy
trade in the 1960s, 1980s and 2010s (Lee &
Connolly, 2016; Ostrowski, 2020). As the Soviet
Union collapsed, the former satellites states,
wanting to move towards the west realized the

difficulty of the integrated energy infrastructure.
European countries also sought to influence other
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countries during the post-Cold War era through

reality of energy has been realized, for example, on

energy co-operations (Lee & Connolly, 2016).

the EU level as the overall decreasing of primary

Building on these developments, the geopolitical
aspects of Russian energy and the dependency from
it are not new. The intertwined relations between
politics and energy or human and material create a
mesh of actors of significant magnitude. Trying to

assess or determine the politicality of different
actors can be quite difficult. The Russian national
narrative built on hydrocarbon is contested with the
climate

change

and

sustainability

discourses

(Tynkkynen, 2020). This aspect brings the interior
politics of Russia into play, with the hydrocarbon
narrative changing the current culture. Gazprom on
the other hand, is a state-owned energy company
that has enjoyed a monopoly status in regards to

Russian gas exports into the EU, and is now
seeking to delve into the markets of the far east
(Siddi, 2016; Sharples, 2016). Tapping into the
huge potential markets of the far east would
diminish the Russian dependency on European

income leaving political wiggle room for other
endeavours.

Gazprom

has

political

influence

through economy and state-ownership, but how
much of this political power is utilised is another
question.

energy production has led to an increase in Russian

energy dependency (Siddi, 2016).
How the transition will happen is another big
question. As evident from more recent Russian
military adventures there is an element

of

unpredictability. The substantial changes required
to address climate change will decrease and
diminish the ability of oil and gas exporters and
producers to influence the economy and politics
(Goldthay et al., 2019). As these developments pose

a threat to Russian leadership, it is paramount that
the ensuing energy transition does not encourage
military action from the Russian side. Then again,
should we hinder action on climate change because
of the unpredictability of a despot? Nevertheless,
the depoliticized SDGs have dynamic effects on
politics and therefore national security. Trying to
adhere to the goals set by the international
community might crumble entire nations but then

again, so will climate change.
ENSURING ENERGY SECURITY IN
RELATION TO THE ECONOMY
SDG 7 focuses on the provision of sustainable

energy

for

all

but

gives

much

room

for

It is safe to say that energy plays a role, with

interpretation. Yet, studies such as Blum (2012)

varying importance, in national security and its

suggest that the matters of energy security are

politics. Leveraging energy dependency on other

inseparable from the broader economy. According

states would imply that reducing dependency

to Blum (2012, p. 1982) energy security can be

decreases risks of national security. Therefore, the

defined from the economic point of view as “the

sustainable ambitions of European countries could

ability of an economy to maintain sufficient,

improve security by simply diversifying energy

affordable and sustainable energy services”. Blum

sources. The pitfall of this tactic is the risk of

(2012) argues that in order “to ensure that an

leaning too much towards Malthusian thinking of

economy can reach its maximum level of welfare, it

material determinism. Nevertheless, the material

is necessary to ensure the supply and demand of
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adequate

quantities

of

affordable

and

demand for materials and energy thus promoting

environmentally sustainable energy services” (p.

energy security. However, such economies have

1983). Thus, energy is closely linked to economic

never been fully implemented and there are still

growth and welfare of a state that is maintained by

many unknowns. Overall, the promotion of

the production and consumption services and by the

alternative economies should be considered when

mitigation against energy related issues e.g. war. In

debating energy security. Discourses regarding

consequence, energy security is also intrinsically

European energy security, especially in face of

interlinked with matters of international relations

armed conflict, too often focus on the matters of

and globalisation, where the local supply and

sustainable energy supply and decouple this

demand for energy is influenced by the global

concept from the economy, especially the demand

demand and supply of products and commodities.

for energy, focusing only on the supply aspects.

Through this we can understand energy security as

a process that too often is taken for granted within
the production and distribution of goods. It is also

DEPENDENCY ON RUSSIAN
ENERGY

vital to keep in mind that humans in such a

Trade

framework are elements of economic systems on

implications on the economy. The EU used 99

macro and micro scales, as they contribute and

billion euros to buy energy products from Russia in

benefit from it.

2021 (Eurostat, 2022a). Energy prices also have a

To reach energy security, there is a real need to
rethink and redesign our current economic model as
many economists and researchers often focus only

on the supply dimension of energy security (Blum,

of

energy

products

have

prominent

major influence on other market prices and can
directly affect households, which has been evident
in the rise of energy prices in 2021, as well as the
start of the invasion of Ukraine.

2012). Yet, to achieve security and access to energy

Fluctuations and disruptions in energy markets can

capable resources, we must reduce demand. This

have drastic consequences for societies. The war in

point is clearly promoted by SDG 7.3 which calls

Ukraine has led to a situation where the EU and

for increased efficiency of appliances but without

other European countries are trying to decrease and

any specified guidelines and targets to achieve in

eventually stop energy imports from Russia. This of

relation to countries’ economies, demands and

course has its impacts on energy security in

supplies. Energy efficiency itself is not enough and

different countries. On the other hand, adjustments

a radical shift in our current economic models is

in energy politics and infrastructure may also lead

needed. This is because economic growth promotes

to improved energy security as the war in Ukraine

the destruction of the environment and thus eco-

has exposed evident flaws in the current system.

services, an effect which will be amplified with the

Reorganizing the energy system also enables

current population growth. Through promotion of,

switching to more sustainable energy sources.

for example, economic degrowth where the welfare

and prosperity of states are still achieved, without

The EU has announced its REPowerEU plan

the growth of economy we can decrease the

(European Commission, 2022) to reduce demand
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for Russian gas by two thirds during 2022. The
plan’s aim is to diversify gas supplies and reduce
the use of fossil fuels by increasing energy

efficiency and renewable energy sources. With
these measures, the EU attempts to improve
economic and energy resilience, which in turn also
supports energy as well as national security.

(5%), Poland (4%) and Hungary (3%) (EIA, 2021).
When we look at the proportion of each country’s

natural gas demand which are Russian imported
(Figure 2), we can see that Hungary’s (110,4%)1,
Latvia’s (110,1%), Finland’s (92,4%), Estonia’s
(86,5%) and Czech Republic’s (86%) natural gas
sectors are most dependent on Russian imports

Europe is the main importer of Russia’s energy

(Eurostat, 2022b). 58,9% of Germany’s natural gas

products. The European OECD countries (which

needs are Russian imports, Austria’s 58,6% and

includes Turkey) import 49% of Russia’s crude oil,

Italy’s 40,4%. It is good to note that natural gas

74% of natural gas and 32% of coal exports (U.S.

plays various roles in different countries’ energy

Energy Information Administration [EIA], 2022).

mix. For example, Finland’s natural gas need is

The share of Russian energy product imports is

92,4% reliant on Russian imports, but natural gas

notable for the EU, as 41% of imported natural gas

composes only 6,9% of the country’s energy mix,

comes from Russia (Eurostat, 2022b).

so Finland’s energy security is not compromised by

Different

countries

have

different

patterns

concerning energy imports and their impact on

Russian natural gas, as it is relatively easily

replaced.

energy security. The mix of imported energy

Comparing the importance of Russian fossil fuels in

products is country-specific, as is the significance

various countries to the total consumption of fossil

of energy imports in general. The biggest importers

fuels whilst also showing the statistics of a

of Russian natural gas are Germany (16%), Italy

country’s energy mix, allows for a more accurate

(12%), France (8%), Netherlands (5%), Austria

depiction of how dependent a certain country is on

Figure 2. Proportion of Russian imports in natural gas demand (Eurostat, 2022b).
[ 1] A perc entage above 100% indic ates that the c ountry imports more than it needs for domestic consumption
and ex ports different energy produc t (Eurostat 2022).
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Figure 3. Reliance on Russian fossil fuels and the shares of different energy sources
(International Energy Agency, 2022; Our World in Data, 2020).

Russian energy imports and how significant an

the position of Central and Eastern European

impact Russian imports might have on energy

countries

security. European countries that have a larger

particularly difficult to cut dependency on Russian

share of fossil fuels in their energy mix with greater

natural gas imports, when it comes to the war in

reliance on Russian fossil fuel imports (Figure 3),

Ukraine.

have a bigger possibility to have their energy
security compromised by the current crisis in
Ukraine. Energy security issues apply to all energy
products, but it is especially crucial concerning
natural gas; as oil markets are global, a substantial
part of the natural gas trade in Europe is still
conducted in terms of bilateral contracts with
Russia (Goldhau & Sitter, 2020, p. 112). Also, the
prior investment in natural gases’ existing pipeline

infrastructure (Tóth et al., 2020) combined with its
current use to heat homes in many countries, makes

(such

as

Germany

and

Hungary)

According to Eurostat (2022b), the EU’s energy
dependency rate was 61% in 2019. The energy
dependency rate is the proportion of energy that an
economy must import to meet its energy needs.

Russia is the EU’s biggest energy importer with
over half of the EU’s energy being met by energy
imports. Figures 4 and 5 show how energy
dependence has changed in European countries in
the last 20 years. Some of the EU countries have
been able to decrease their energy dependence, but
others, such as the aforementioned Germany and
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Figure 4. Energy dependency percentage in year 2000 (Eurostat, 2022b).

Figure 5. Energy dependency percentage in year 2019 (Eurostat, 2022b).
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Hungary as well as Austria and Slovakia, whose

since it also indicates improved living standards for

energy mix relies heavily on Russian natural gas,

millions of people.

have increased their energy dependency imports

from the year 2000.

The EU has vast resources of renewable energy as

CLIMATE CHANGE AND E NERGY

energy production countries were France, Germany,

well as fossil fuels. In 2020, the highest primary

Energy usage and climate change are inevitably
connected in various aspects, both in causing and
resolving it. Energy use is at the centre point for
climate change, causing a vast majority of total
emissions. For example, in the EU, energy
processes caused about 78% of total emissions in

2015 (European Environment Agency, 2021).
However, energy usage currently offers many
possibilities for reducing emissions, resulting in
significant

improvements.

Greenhouse

gas

emissions in EU were 22% lower in 2015 than they

were in 1990 (European Environment Agency,
2021). Although climate change is getting worse,
steps have been taken to ensure more safe, secure,
and

sustainable

solutions.

The

transition to

renewable and sustainable energy use is a complex
process, that has various economical, technological,
and societal issues. Climate change will have
significant alterations in energy availability as well
as energy needs. One such impact of climate change

is the increase in need for cooling devices in the
summer but decrease in need for heating during
winters.

Poland, Italy, and Spain (Eurostat, 2022d). Imports
have noticeably increased in the EU, although

Europe is heavily dependent on Russia for its oil
and gas (Cesluk-Grajewski, 2022). In 2021 around
40% of the gas and over 25% of crude oil came
from Russia (Cesluk-Grajewski, 2022). The goal of
the European union is to cut its gas dependency on
Russia by two thirds in 2022 and completely by
2030 (Cesluk-Grajewski, 2022). Available gross
energy has increased in some European countries in
the past years, for example Portugal, Malta, and

Austria (Eurostat, 2022e). The sharpest decreases in
available gross energy have been in Estonia,
Germany, and Romania (Eurostat, 2022e).
SUSTAINABILITY AND E NERGY
SECURITY
Traditional fossil fuel energy was perceived to
guarantee energy security until quite recently. This
perception has changed. This is due to reasons such
as climate change, surging prices of traditional
fossil fuels and growing environmental awareness.
The aforementioned reasons have resulted in
renewable energy sources becoming more popular

Transition to sustainable energy use is important,

but there are still major challenges globally as not

as a way of achieving energy security.

everyone has access to electricity. Over a third of

THE EMERGING PARADIG M SHIFT

the global population relies on wood and other

For a shift in conventional fossil fuels to renewable

biomasses for cooking and heating remaining

energy to happen, there must be overwhelming

unconnected to electricity (Grubb et al., 2014). This

evidence to support it (Kuhn, 1967; Valentine,

means, that even if energy consumption would

2011). The current reasons that drive this shift

increase in some areas, it is not always a negative,

include climate change and challenges regarding
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fossil fuels such as availability, affordability, and

compared to fossil fuels. This lowers the risk of the

resilience (Valentine, 2011). Within the European

energy supply being affected. Secondly, renewable

Union, the shift to renewable energy has taken a

energy

special role because of the significant dependency

politically troubling regimes or harmful groups

on imported energy and rapidly increasing global

(Gökgöz & Güvercin, 2018; Valentine, 2011).

prevents

the

unintended

support

of

risks.
To decrease the risks of global energy supply

markets, the European union has significantly
invested in renewable energy. Currently the rate of
consumption is very high compared to the rate of
production and for that reason the EU must import
54% of the energy used within the union.
Furthermore, the shift from fossil fuel energy to
renewable energy is also supported by the growing
environmental consciousness of the public (Gökgöz
& Güvercin, 2018). Concerns regarding climate

change can be perceived as one of the principal
reasons for moving towards renewable energy. The
harmful effects of conventional energy sources such
as fossil fuels are no longer justifiable to reach

PUSHBACKS ON ACHIEVI NG
SUSTAINABLE ENERGY SECURITY
Renewable energy technologies and producing
clean energy are both receiving a lot of attention
and investments. However, there is significant
pushback from several fronts. Fossil fuel industries

are defending their market shares and still today,
conventional energy production is a multi-billion
business. Renewable energy technologies require
hefty initial investments leading to investors being
hesitant

about

shifting to

renewable energy

(Gökgöz & Güvercin, 2018; Valentine, 2011).
DISCUSSION

energy security (Valentine, 2011) .

As we have explored many aspects of energy,

The second critical issue is the future availability of

question, it wouldn’t be too much of a leap to say

current sources of fossil fuel. One of the critical

that decentralized renewable energy systems are

issues around fossil fuels is the future availability of

good for energy and national security. The current

the current sources. Fossil fuels are finite and there

conflict between Russia and Ukraine serves as a

has been a lot of discussion about the impending

prime example, why energy dependency from

scarcity of various fuels such as oil. Furthermore,

Russia must be reduced and quite hastily so if

the availability of fossil fuels in the case of The

possible.

energy security and energy as a national security

European Union could be disrupted by various
crises in the global energy market. The promotion
of renewable energy sources reduces the need to
import energy as it can be produced locally

Due to natural conditions of different nations the

possibilities of utilizing renewable energy sources
are different. Therefore, there might and most likely

(Gökgöz & Güvercin, 2018).

will be disparities in abilities and costs to reach

There are two main ways in which renewable

renewable energy is captured through technology,

energy

some energy sources might promote independence

enhances

energy

energy
resilience.

Firstly,

renewable energy technologies are decentralized
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independence

better than others.

and

sustainability.

As

Nuclear power is one way to diminish the use of

three distinct options to solve the impossible energy

fossil fuels, reduce greenhouse gases and achieve

trinity:

energy sovereignty. Some European countries

autonomous” options. In the dirty option, a country

(France in front) have invested in it, even though

will omit sustainability efforts to gain energy

some countries (like Germany) have tried to end the

security and sovereignty (Thaler & Hofmann,

use of atomic energy. Nuclear power has its role to

2022). In the insecure option a country will

play in a fight against global warming and there

maximize the sustainability and sovereignty aspects

might be new advancements in said technology. In

of energy production, but at the expense of energy

respect of energy security nuclear power has its

security (Thaler & Hofmann, 2022). Lastly, in the

problems though. Unlike many renewable energy

non-autonomous option a country will pursue

sources, nuclear power is a heavily centralized

secure and sustainable energy while sacrificing

energy system, which makes it sensitive to sabotage

sovereignty (Thaler & Hofmann, 2022). Thaler and

or accidents. Russia is also a major player in atomic

Hofmann (2022) concluded that many states will

energy, which is why the planned Hanhikivi 1

most likely select the non-autonomous option, but

nuclear plant in Finland relapsed in a similar

at the current world situation the question arises if

fashion to the fossil fuel imports from Russia.

countries are more willing to utilize other options,

Furthermore, a fifth of the EU’s uranium resources

such as the dirty option, to strengthen their energy

are from Russia, even though the ample global

security and sovereignty at the expense of

distribution of uranium minimizes geopolitical risks

sustainability.

compared

with,

for

example,

oil

resources

the

“dirty”,

“insecure”

and

“non-

(Eurostat, 2022c).

The Energy Trilemma Index score (Figure 6)

While Russian offensive has been daunting and

energy system across three dimensions which are

discouraging, the reliance on fossil fuel production

energy security (capacity to meet current and future

and export can make Russia more vulnerable in the

energy demand), energy equity (ability to provide

future. The hindering on sustainability might even

universal access to reliable, affordable, and

damage the military capabilities of the nation.

abundant energy) and environmental sustainability

Simultaneously, structuring the economy around

(World Energy Council, 2021).

depicts the performance of a country’s national

fossil fuel reduces the resilience of the country.

Countries such as Finland, Sweden, Norway,

As Thaler and Hofmann (2022) stated in their

Denmark, the UK, Germany, France, Switzerland,

article, there are great difficulties for states to

Austria and Spain score high in all three dimensions

achieve

security,

(Figure 6). These countries will most likely also

sustainability, and sovereignty, i.e. “the impossible

have greater leeway in their options to balance

energy trinity”. The question for many European

between the strategies described by Thaler and

countries is therefore assessing the trade-offs

Hofmann (2022) and opt for the insecure option

between

and

that require major investments to renewable energy

sovereignty. Thaler and Hofmann (2022) recognize

infrastructures. The lower scoring countries such as

simultaneous

sustainability,

energy

energy

security
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Figure 6. The Energy Trilemma Index score ranks energy performance of 127 countries on the
three dimensions: energy security, energy equity and environmental sustainability. The
index scores presented in the map indicate the level of performance in all three dimensions
(World Energy Council, 2021).

many former soviet states on the other hand may

can mean very significant infrastructural changes,

have more difficulties in achieving sustainable

but the decentralization of the energy sector would

energy production while attempting to secure

improve national security, economic stability and

energy sources. As these countries have been

perhaps even reduce the risk of corruption. As a

dependent on Russian energy, there might be less

military tactical measure, decentralized energy

appeal of the non-autonomous option and therefore

infrastructure is more difficult to damage.

they may resort to the dirty option or a combination
of these two.
CONCLUSION
Dismantling the outdated energy dependency seems
all the more necessary. Depending on the country it
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Even though the energy sector has played a part in
the Ukraine conflict it is important to assess the
contextuality. The energy infrastructure of the
former Soviet states is reliant on Russia. Therefore,

increasing energy independence is an extremely

costly but all the more necessary endeavour.

European Environment Agency. (2021, May 11). Energy and climate
change.

Switching to renewable energy is expensive, and

contingent to existing energy mix, infrastructure
and technological and economical condition of
societies. This creates inequalities between different
European countries, when trying to cope with
disruptions to the energy trilemmas caused by the

war in Ukraine as well as the climate crisis.

https://www.eea.europa.eu/signals/signals-2017/

articles/energy-and-climate-change
Eurostat. (2022a, February). Russia-EU – International trade in
goods

statistics.

https://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/statistics-

explained/index.php?title=Russia-EU_%E2%80%
93_international_trade_in_goods_statistics#EURussia_trade_by_type_of_goods
Eurostat. (2022b). Energy imports dependency [Dataset]. https://
ec.europa.eu/eurostat/databrowser/bookmark/cbcde3390af3-4146-b4ae-cba07a4883d6?lang=en
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INTRODUCTION

kept pace with global e-waste growth. For instance,

Almost any ordinary household or business product
contains circuitry or electrical components with
power or battery supply, such as basic kitchen
appliances, mobile phones, laptops and toys (World

Economic Forum, 2019). These products become ewaste once discarded without the intent of reuse. Ewaste is both electrical and electronic waste with
different

material

content

that’s

unequally

unsustainable to the environment and health, if not
managed properly (Forti et al., 2020; World
Economic Forum, 2019). People’s lifestyles have
changed due to higher levels of disposable income,
urbanization and industrialization and at the same

in 2019, each person generated about 7,3 kg of ewaste, but only 1,7 kg was recycled (United
Nations [UN], n.d.). One of the reasons behind this
slow development is the absence of legally binding
laws. The number of countries that have adopted a
national e-waste policy, legislation or regulation
was 78 in 2019 (Forti et al., 2020). This means that
about 77% of the population worldwide is covered
by legislation, policy, or regulation concerning e-

waste management. Still, due to a lack of
investments and political motivation, poor policies
and legislation, e-waste causes inequality issues at
multi-scalar levels.

time, consumption habits have changed with

The report focuses on global e-waste flows and

increasing consumption electric and electronic

aims to identify the gaps in the recent e-waste

equipment due to short life cycles of products and

management system. The e-waste flows and

fewer repair options (Forti et al., 2020). This has

management are also examined through the

led to a situation where e-waste is the fastest-

Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs). Since a

growing waste stream in the world (World

large portion of the global e-waste flows is directed

Economic Forum, 2019). For instance, in 2019, the

from developed countries to developing countries,

amount of e-waste generated globally was 53,6 Mt

it’s important to acknowledge the inequality issues

and is expected to double in 2030 (Forti et al.,

these flows create. Without proper handling, e-

2020).

waste can cause serious ecological, economical, and

The recycling and management of e-waste has not
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social issues which appear differently at various
local levels around the world. Therefore, as e-waste

poses

significant

challenges

to

sustainable

distinguish hazardous waste from non-hazardous

development, e-waste should be acknowledged in

waste emerged (Held, 1991 as cited in Fagan, 2002,

the SDGs. At the moment, e-waste can be linked to

p. 12). The waste management regulations then

at least SDGs number 3 – “Good health and well-

increased the costs of e-waste management. Thus,

being”, 6 – “Clean water and sanitation”, 8 –

the distinction between different types of waste has

“Decent work and economic growth”, 11 –

been linked to the rise of illegal e-waste trade from

“Sustainable cities and communities”,

the global North to the global South where the

12 –

“Responsible consumption and production” and 14
– “Life below water” (Forti et al., 2020). The
closest goal for our report is SDG 12 target 12.4.,
which aims to improve the recycling rate of
hazardous waste and reduce hazardous waste

generation including e-waste.

environmental regulations tend to be looser.
The main producers of e-waste today are the EU
and North America, in particular the United States,
China, Japan and India. However, global supply
chains are complex, and the materials of electric
devices can be traced back to several parts of the

The main research questions are: How are e-waste

world (Bogale, 2011, p. 6). In the past decades,

trade and flows linked to global inequality issues?

China and India have been the main importers of e-

How is it targeted at the moment and what kind of

waste in the world but have implemented stricter

actions should be done in order to manage e-waste

regulations on the recycling and import of e-waste,

in a more sustainable (ecological, economic and

an increasing amount of e-waste is imported to

social) way?

Africa, namely to Ghana and Nigeria (Bogale,

The report structure goes as follows: First, we map

2011, p. 2) (Figure 1).

the current situation with policies tackling e-waste,

The Basel Convention of 1989 is the first

moving to the theory and redefinitions of waste.

international treaty to target the management of

After that, we examine the research findings and

hazardous waste. It is currently signed by 186

then move to the discussion. We examine, for

countries (Forti et al., 2020, p. 48). However, e-

instance, the circular economy and the ways it

waste was not addressed until the 2002 amendment

could be used in order to improve e-waste

(United Nations Environment Programme [UNEP],

management globally. Also, throughout our report,

2011). The spread of toxins, such as mercury, lead,

there are discussions on how the just transition of e-

and brominated retardants found in e-waste was

waste management can happen.

targeted through efforts to tackle the illegal trade of
e-waste into the global South and improve

BACKGROUND

recycling rates. However, the treaty does not forbid

Prior to the early 1970s, legal or analytical
frameworks for sorting different types of waste did
not exist in most OECD countries (Fagan, 2002, p.

12). However, after crises, such as Love Canal in
the USA and BT Kemi in Sweden, the need to

the trade of e-waste as such (Bogale, 2011, p. 7).
Since then, for example, regional conventions have
been organized. One of the most important of them
is the Bamako Convention of 1991 which forbids
the import of e-waste into Africa. Besides, the EU’s
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Figure 1. Mapping out E-waste. From “A New Circular Vision for Electronics Time for a Global Reboot” by World
Economic Forum, 2011 (https://www.weforum.org/reports/a-new-circular-vision-for-electronics-time-for-a-global
-reboot/). CC 4.0.

Waste Framework Directive from 2008 addresses

Most recently, the SDGs, in particular the subgoal

the labelling and tracking of hazardous waste

12.4. target the trade of hazardous waste (United

(European Commission, n.d.). In addition, the

Nations General Assembly, 2015). The target has

Stockholm Convention from 2001 tackles the

two indicators. First, the amount of hazardous waste

spread of persistent organic pollutants (UNEP,

per capita and second the recycling rate of different

2019). However, none of these treaties are legally

types of hazardous waste. These goals are to be

binding. In addition, some major countries in the e-

achieved by promoting the ratification of the

waste trade have not ratified these treaties. For

existing hazardous waste treaties, such as the

example, the USA, one of the largest producers of e

Bamako Convention and the Basel Convention.

-waste, has not ratified the Basel Convention. In

Yet, SDG 12 falls short in the same aspect as the

addition, Nigeria, which is one of the main

other treaties; not being enforced by international

importers of e-waste in Africa has not ratified the

law.

Bamako Convention (Bogale, 2011).
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and production of value. These transformations are

THEORY
When beginning to consider e-waste from a
conceptual standpoint, we deemed it necessary to
first take a step back and consider theoretical
definitions

of waste

in general.

From our

perspective, there are two approaches that we
deemed necessary to research. Firstly, the processes

involved in making a distinction between value and
waste, and secondly the thematic considerations of
the global flows of waste. In addition to considering
waste in general, we also wanted to consider global

always entangled with the economic, cultural,
social, and other spheres of value, and require

evaluation from the stakeholders of the process. To
put it simply, rather than being static endpoints on a
linear scale, value and waste are intertwined
products of assemblage and disassemble processes
that not only shift the nature of the materials
involved

but

also

generate

value

in

their

surroundings. (Greeson et al., 2020, pp. 152-153;
Lepawsky & McNabb, 2010, p. 189).

phenomena related to toxic wastes, and e-waste in

These valuation processes have, in sociological

particular. This chapter aims to introduce these

research, often been studied from the perspective of

conceptual considerations that are relevant to our

everyday processes (see; Lehtonen & Pyyhtinen,

area of interest.

2020). When regarding our topic of e-waste, we

Firstly, when beginning to define waste as both a

social and material category or position, we turned
to the sociological literature on the distinctions
between value and waste. In both everyday
conversations, as well as more traditional academic
discourse, waste is often seen as a static antithesis
to value, i.e. something that is spoiled, worthless, or
foul, and exists only as an externality of production,
consumption, and distribution (Greeson et al., 2020,
p. 152). Looking at waste as something inherently

invaluable quickly becomes questionable when
considering the massive global scale of trade,
processing and recycling of all kinds of waste
products. In response to this limitation, sociologists
Greeson et al. (2020, p. 152) offer a framework of

waste as a material that is the result of
transformation, deformation and reformation. While
at first glance, this framework seems similar to the
aforementioned traditional views of waste, an
important distinction is the way in which these
processes open up space for further transformation

need to consider how the global, regional and local

flows of waste are structured, as the global trade of
e-waste is by definition, a global phenomenon. To
this end, we turned to concepts of global networks
and global fluids. In the vein of John Urry, Honor
Fagan (2002, pp. 5-8) begins to define waste as a

flow similar to money, i.e., value. Waste forms a
global network of flows, which can be either
materially or conceptually traced to each other. To
put it simply, the various life cycles and movement
patterns of waste can be seen as being part of a
single, albeit incredibly complex framework – i.e.,
landfills on separate continents and your local ewaste recycling bin can be inherently networked
with each other. These networks are also interactive

in the sense that materiality can be seen to have
agency in and of itself. While waste is itself an
outcome of social and economic processes, similar
processes are built in response to waste as well
(Fagan, 2002, p. 8). Global fluids are essentially

networks of very particular types of flows. Global
fluids consist of flows that are unpredictable, or
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unplanned, and are produced and governed by

countries with a lower GDP per capita (Lepawsky

actors well beyond the nation state (Fagan, 2002, p.

& Mcnabb, 2010, pp. 180-181). We would argue

10). It is precisely the concept of global fluid that

following

we felt was most applicable to the complex network

dependencies created by global e-waste importation

of e-waste trade.

also create significant questions for just transitions.

When looking to combine the more general
concepts about the distinctions between waste and

value, the networked frameworks of global fluids,
and the nature of the global e-waste trade, mean we
can start to view the global networks formed by
trade, recycling and transformation of e-waste as
processes of value production. These inherently
local networks, consisting of both global flows and
local infrastructures and industries are essentially
macro-scale examples of the way in which the
distinction between waste and value is ever shifting

(Lepawsky & McNabb, 2010; Fagan, 2002). What
makes these networks especially wicked is their
aforementioned interactive nature. The processes
within these networks are not simply about the
production of new valuable material, but also about

the social and economic consequences these

these

considerations,

that

the

As the global networks of waste flows have local
consequences that can “lock in” regions into
pollution-intensive, yet highly profitable, industrial
activity, there needs to be a much greater degree of
consideration for these regions when discussing the
reduction or recycling of e-waste.
DATA AND RESEARCH FI NDINGS
We started the process with our group by searching
for relevant academic literature from different
databases. We then formed mind maps of these
literature pieces to give us a better understanding of

common themes and topics. After this, the main
findings of each article were collected in Table 1.
From the main findings, two categories were
formed which will be discussed more in detail
below.

processes have on local and regional contexts. The

Our original thought was to include both academic

infrastructures needed to transform, and reform

literature and spatial data. However, despite

waste are inherently linked with questions of

multiple searches, we were not able to find any

labour, power and regional inequalities, as the

usable, open access spatial data on electronic waste

human work required in these processes can be

or even waste management in general. We did find

sources of value in certain localities (Lepawsky &

some data, but it was only statistical and did not

Mcnabb, 2010). What makes this sort of local value

include location information and was therefore not

production is the notion of the pollution haven

usable for creating maps. This was an interesting

hypothesis. In short, the pollution haven hypothesis

observation in itself because it raises the question of

proposes, with scientific evidence to support it, that

why the data is inaccessible: is it hidden or is there

pollution-intensive economic activity, in this case,

simply no data collected? Both of these options

net importation of e-waste, is most likely to

raise a concern.

agglomerate in localities where environmental

regulation is the lowest. These circumstances are

Our findings suggest that there are two types of

most often found in the global south and other

ways in which (electronic) waste management was
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Table 1. The research material and findings.
Article/book reference

Main findings

Category

The Global Trade in EWaste: A Network Approach (Theis, 2020).

There are certain groups of countries in the e-waste
trading and countries are likely to trade waste inside
their own group rather than across groups.

1

Electronic Waste Recycling (Kasper et al.,
2015)

The chapter presents the different e -waste materials
and the different recycling processes they require.

1

Electronic waste management approaches: An
overview (Kiddee et al.,
2013)

What toxins are in e-waste and what are the tools and
handling methods to recycle them?

1

Sustainable Management
of Electronic Waste (eWaste) (Herat, 2007)

What practices are there to recycle e -waste but also to
lessen the amount of e-waste and lengthen the lifetime
of electronic devices?

2

Mapping international
flows of electronic waste
(Lepawsky & McNabb,
2010)

Four main findings: 1. Trade is most likely to happen
intra-regionally. 2. The cheaper it is to go against environmental regulations, the more pollution -intensive
economic activity there will be (= the pollution haven
hypothesis) 3. There is a significant amount of trade
between developing countries. 4. The pollution haven
hypothesis explains a lot but not all of the factors that
are included in the trade of e-waste.

1

Grounding Waste: Towards a Sociology of
Waste Networks
(National Institute for
Regional and Spatial
Analysis, 2002).

A network analysis framework offers the best solution
to view waste from a sociological point of view.

2

Sociological Reflections
on Governing Waste
(Fagan, 2003)

The article studies different factors in the sociology of
waste from an Irish perspective. The study consisted
of talking to different representatives and it is very
narrative.

2

Shifting modes of governing municipal waste –
A sociology of translation approach (Guzman
& De Souza, 2018)

When shifting from landfills to sustainable recycling,
there are three things to notice: 1. Constructing human
-to-non-human networks. 2. Considering the role of
non-humans. 3. There are likely other factors to
emerge during the shift.

1

Making And Unmaking E
-Waste: Tracing The
Global Afterlife Of Discarded Digital Technologies In Berlin
(Salehabadi, 2014).

Digitalization does not reduce the amount of waste but
it only changes it from traditional waste to e-waste.

2

A new circular vision for
electronics (World Economic Forum, 2019)

Nearly all e-waste could be recycled. The article offers
circular economy as the answer.

1
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discussed in our literature: 1) the concrete process

However, the lack of transparency is essential for

of electronic waste management, and 2) the ways to

the continued economic growth narrative reliant on

reduce electronic waste altogether. Not all of the

the exploitation of natural resources and a cheap

articles discussed e-waste specifically but rather

labour force. Our analysis revealed that adequate

waste in general. The articles in the first category

data on e-waste management chains do not exist at

share the idea of recycling and trading e-waste,

the moment. This makes it difficult to track the

going through the possible methods and dangers of

material flows of e-waste from the Global North to

recycling e-waste and suggesting a move to a

the Global South.

circular economy. The articles in the second
category talk about waste as a social concept and
suggest reducing the amount of waste altogether.

suggests, nation states are not the only actors in the
e-waste trade. This should be taken into account
when formulating international policies tackling the

DISCUSSION
As discussed throughout the essay, there are two
main

As the network state (cf. Fagan, 2002) concept

approaches

to

sustainable

e-waste

management. First, waste management and supply
chains must be rendered more efficient and

transparent. Legally binding international treaties
make it easier to sanction countries and companies

e-waste

trade.

In

particular,

multinational

corporations produce e-waste and therefore they
should carry the responsibility of recycling obsolete
electrical devices and surplus material. Legally

binding international treaties are needed to address
the global inequalities in the e-waste trade.

that fail to adhere to global e-waste management

However, the illegal e-waste trade must be tackled

guidelines. Second, the volume of e-waste must be

on multiple scales.

addressed, for example, by changing and elongating

implications on human and environmental health

the lifespan of electrical devices, making them

and the economy. Despite its problems, the

more

involves

sourcing of minerals needed for electrical devices

acknowledging the economic value of the materials

and the dismantling of electrical waste can provide

and understanding the importance of recycling from

small

an ecological perspective. Overall, there is a need to

opportunities are few, for example, due to conflict.

understand how global inequalities are produced

Mining and dismantling of electrical devices are

through the production chains and the sustainable

low threshold economic activities that do not

management or the lack thereof, of e-waste.

require specific skills or tools unlike traditional

easily

recyclable.

This

There is a need to understand the linkages between
the sourcing of raw materials, production and waste
management in the neoliberal economic system.
When the starting point and the end point are not
made visible to the consumers in the Global North,

they are not actively reminded of their role in the
production of environmental and social inequalities.
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incomes

in

Global trade has

places

where

local

economic

livelihoods, such as farming (cf. Kelly, 2014).
Therefore, even vulnerable groups, such as children
and marginalized groups can participate in them. In
addition, African countries, such as Ghana and
Nigeria allow the import of e-waste in hope of
promoting the digitalization of society (Bogale,
2011, p. 13). However, most of the imported e-

waste is irreparable and is either dismantled or

the e-waste trade as it has been embedded into local

burned, which releases hazardous chemicals into

livelihood generation activities. These networks of

the environment. Overall, the import of old e-waste

inequality need to be, to start with, researched

is a greater environmental challenge than the

further, which can only be accomplished through

production of new technology due to the presence

the wider availability of data. Solutions for issues

of large amounts of hazardous chemicals (Kiddee et

born from these flows can be found only after a

al., 2013). Thus, e-waste recycling mechanisms

deeper understanding of the complexities within

need to be improved to minimize the environmental

these networks.

and health risks associated with it.
However, from a social justice perspective, the ewaste trade must be addressed on multiple scales.
Simply banning the import of e-waste would only
aggravate the situation of people who already have
few economic opportunities. As suggested by the

CONCLUSIONS
The current consumer society producing many
single-use electronic goods and devices raises a

question: what is happening to all these electronic
products once they are outdated?

pollution haven hypothesis, localities with lower

During our research, we first noticed a lack of clear

GDP scores are much more likely to become

and global data concerning e-waste management

hotspots for economic and industrial activity

around the world making the interpretation of

revolving around the reformation of pollutive

current results difficult. Regarding the SDGs, it will

materials (Lepawsky & McNabb, 2010, pp. 180-

be necessary and important to produce more data on

181).

the flows of e-waste in the near future in order to

Questions relating to just transitions and the
alternative means of “getting by” need to be asked
when considering the regions which have become
reliant on the importation of e-waste. Perhaps of
equal importance are questions of “recognition”.

Regions, where industries and infrastructures are

track its trade and reach these goals. This led us to

further reflections, we were therefore wondering if
the lack of data regarding e-waste management
could explain the lack of interest in the topic or if
there were some operators that would be restricting
the collection or the publication of data.

dedicated to the reformation of e-waste, are

The clearest outcome of our research is that e-waste

essentially hotspots for processes that create new

global trade has consequences on our societies. This

value from waste. These localities are therefore also

has been made obvious by the fact that this trade

integral for economic activity both within regions

has often negatively impacted the economy. The

and between them. It is not only important to

lack of reusable resources, has also negatively

recognize these flows from the perspective of

impacted the environment, due to

consumer activity in the global north, but also from

resulting from the inefficient waste treatment

the perspective of power hierarchies in the

system. Finally, e-waste has a human aspect

production of new value. International treaties

because of the social inequalities caused by e-waste

alone do not suffice to address the inequalities in

management, especially in the Global South.

pollution
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Unfortunately,

as

all

these

spheres

are

interconnected, the current management of e-waste
leads to a vicious circle including these specific

spheres.

Forti, V., Baldé, C. B., Kuehr, R., & Bel, G. (2020). The global ewaste monitor 2020: Quantities, flows and the circular
economy potential. United Nations University, United
Nations Institute for Training and Research, Sustainable
Cycles Programme, International Telecommunication Union,
International Solid Waste Association. https://

However, changes are possible in the future.

ewastemonitor.info/wp-content/uploads/2020/11/
GEM_2020_def_july1_low.pdf

Indeed, both recycling and reducing e-waste on a
large scale would lead to sustainability, which

Greeson, E., Laser, S., & Pyyhtinen, O. (2020). Dis/assembling
value: Lessons from waste valuation practices. Valuation

means a virtuous circle including economic,

Studies, 7(2), 151-166. https://doi.org/10.3384/VS.2001-

environmental and human aspects. Our final

5992.2020.7.2.151-166

thoughts concerning e-waste management led us to

Guzman, G., & De Souza, M. (2018). Shifting modes of governing

some hypotheses. Would there be ways to make

municipal waste – A sociology of translation approach.

electronic waste recycling easier for households?

Environment and Planning A: Economy and Space 50(4),

There are probably ways to accomplish such
progress

but

it

would

involve

additional

information and awareness of people on this subject

922-938. https://doi.org/10.1177%2F0308518X18763609
Herat, S. (2007). Sustainable management of electronic waste (ewaste). Clean Soil Air Water, 35(4), 305-310. https://
doi.org/10.1002/clen.200700022

to allow a positive change. Lack of information is

straightforwardly related to the lack of data
produced

on

e-waste

management,

which

Kasper, A., Gabriel, A. P., de Oliveira, E. L. B., de Freitas
Juchneski, N. C., & Veit, H. M. (2015). Electronic waste
recycling. In H. M. Veit & A. Moura Bernardes (Eds.),

improvement would finally make this topic a well-

Electronic waste: Recycling techniques (pp. 87–127).

known

Springer International Publishing. https://

issue

for

people,

businesses

and

governments.

doi.org/10.1007/978-3-319-15714-6_9

Kelly, J. (2014). “This mine has become our farmland": Critical
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